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EDITORIAL

Dear Reader,

O

ur cover story, is about
Kenya’s debt crisis. Clearly,
it is a topic that is exercising
many people’s minds at the
moment. Under the heading:
Can Kenya avoid the jaws of the debt
trap? Our correspondent says all the signs
are that Kenya is on the brink of a debt
trap and that unless present policies are
critically reviewed and urgently amended,
the already struggling economy could be
pushed over the edge by unmanageable
debt. The need for a re-evaluation of
government fiscal policy is brought to the
fore by the announcement that Kenya has
quietly floated a $2 billion Eurobond to
raise cash to pay for infrastructure projects
and to support recurrent expenditure.
The writer further says that over the 30year life of the bond, the investors will be
paid $3.2 billion in interest. What is at
the same time encouraging and ominous
is that the issue was oversubscribed seven
times. That fact is encouraging because it
means that well-heeled, savvy investors
still regard Kenya as a safe investment,
but at the same time ominous because the
Government may be tempted to go back to
the market and mop up the additional $12
billion that was on offer. The temptation is
greater because Moody’s Investors Service,
the US based credit rating agency has
downgraded Kenya government bonds
from Ba1, “speculative with substantial
credit risk”, to Ba2, which is a flag to
investors that the credit risk has increased.
In the other feature titled - Kenya’s
National Debt: Is Kenya heading towards
bankruptcy? The author brings you up to
speed with what is going on, by among
other things, telling you what others are
saying. Sample this; “Kenya Lost IMF
Credit in June. Someone Tell the Central
Bank” screams Bloomberg’s headline to
a story that was filed at midnight at the
end of February 19, 2018. The writer says
that immediately below this headline
were two summaries of what appeared in
the subsequent article: they read: “IMF
withdrew permission for Kenya to tap
standby loan in June: IMF delegation
visiting Kenya this week to discuss new
program”. One of the paragraphs in the

main article reads: “The Washington-based
lender, which has a delegation visiting
Kenya this week, removed permission to
tap the precautionary financing after the
government failed to meet budget deficit
targets attached to the loan agreement. It’s
the first time the withdrawal of access has
been made public”. He further states that
on February 20, 2018, the International
Monetary
Fund
(IMF)
resident
representative in Nairobi, Jan Mikkelsen,
issued the following statement: “Further
to some press reports earlier today, I would
like to clarify the status of Kenya’s Fund
supported program. The precautionary
Stand-By Arrangement/Standby Credit
Facility (SBA/SCF) arrangement remains
in place until end-March 2018. The
second and third reviews of the program,
due respectively in June and December
2017, could not be completed on schedule
as agreement could not be reached on
stronger fiscal policies, and discussions
were postponed due to the prolonged
election period.
Another topic that will interest you, is
the Tax Amnesty feature in the Economy
segment. In his 2017/2018 Budget
statement, Kenya’s Treasury Cabinet
Secretary, Mr. Henry Rotich, stated that,
Kenyans who had stashed wealth abroad
had an additional 6 months ending
30th June 2018 to enjoy the tax amnesty
introduced by the Finance Act 2016. The
tax Amnesty procedures now require
interested taxpayers to file their returns
declaring such income and repatriate
it back to Kenya by that date. The Tax
Amnesty on income earned outside Kenya
was first introduced by the Finance Act
2016. The regulations published thereafter
were unclear on certain conditions that
were not included in the Finance Act,
necessitating amendments in Finance Act
2017. The current amendments dictate
upon all interested persons to repatriate
all declared foreign held funds back to
Kenya, immediately or within a five-year
period subject to a penalty of 10%. The
move seeks to enclave into the tax basket,
all foreign earned income from qualifying
Kenyan residents.

In the Management segment, we discuss
Procurement Fraud. In this feature, we
learn that The PWC Global Economic
Crime Survey Report (2014) stated that
Procurement Fraud is one of the most
common forms of economic crime that
has more than doubled in the public
sector since 2012. It therefore implies that
procurement functions are globally targeted
by the perpetrators of fraud and that this
occurrence may cause financial and other
economic damage estimated at millions of
shillings. Enterprises should do more to
prevent fraud by actively evaluating and
estimating their risk exposure and their
vulnerability to fraud. Although several
risk management models are available,
few are specifically designed and aimed at
reducing and/or limiting the occurrence of
Procurement Fraud. This article explores
the possibility of developing such a model.
Meanwhile, the Public Policy section,
notes that as Kenya continues to grapple
with ‘how’ to achieve the constitutional
requirement of the two-thirds gender
rule, it is encouraging to note that there
have been significant achievements since
the launch of the new constitution in
2010. The new constitution gave Kenyan
women a great opportunity to negotiate
their space in leadership. It enabled the
creation of institutional frameworks for
mainstreaming gender through policies and
legislation and provided the much needed
constitutional mechanisms for women to
hold the state accountable, particularly
in attaining the 30% critical mass female
presence in future parliaments. In totality,
it opened doors to the implementation of
the gender agenda.
These are some of the features we bring
you in the second issue of your magazine.

Enjoy!
Mbugua Njoroge
Editor
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By FCPA Dr. Jim McFie

INTEGRATED REPORTING
MUST BE THE RESULT OF
INTEGRATED THINKING
The King IV Report On Corporate Governance

J

ustice Professor Mervyn King
was in Nairobi from Sunday
11th February to Thursday 15th
February. On Monday and
Tuesday a “Governance Summit”
was held at the Safari Park Hotel. Mervyn
King was the centerpiece of the summit:
on Monday he spoke on the “Key
Features of the King IV Code: How the
King IV Code is being applied globally”.
Mohammed Nyaoga, the Chairman of
the Central Bank of Kenya, dwelt on the
“Potential Challenges to Implementing
King IV in Kenya”.
The King IV Code on Corporate
Governance was issued on 1st November
2016. In Professor King’s presentations
during the Governance Summit, he
stressed the importance of “integrated
thinking”. He reiterated that “Integrated
Reporting” must be the result of
integrated thinking. The King IV Code
defines “integrated thinking” as “the
active consideration by an organization
of the relationships between its various
operating and functional units and the
capitals that the organization uses or
affects”. The International Integrated
Reporting (<IR>) Framework speaks
of six “capitals”: the capitals are stocks
of value that are increased, decreased
or transformed through the activities
and outputs of the organization. They
are categorized in the Framework as:
(1) financial; (2) manufactured; (3)
intellectual; (4) human; (5) social and
relationship; and (6) natural capital;
however organizations preparing an

4
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integrated report are not required to
adopt this categorization or to structure
their report along the lines of these
capitals. The Framework points out that
the primary purpose of an integrated
report is to explain to the providers of
financial capital how an organization
creates value over time: an integrated
report also benefits all stakeholders
interested in an organization’s ability
to create value over time, including
employees, customers, suppliers, business
partners, local communities, legislators,
regulators and policy-makers. Professor
King stressed the importance of “value”
over “profits”: some companies make a
profit but destroy value.
King IV states that an organization’s
business model is its system of
transforming inputs into outputs
and outcomes that aims to fulfil the
organization’s strategic purposes and
to create value over the short, medium
and long term. King IV refers constantly
to the “triple context”, defined as the
combined context of the economy,
society and the environment in which
the organization operates. Value creation
is the process that results in increases,
decreases or transformations of the
capitals caused by the organization’s
business activities or outputs: the value
creation process therefore has neutral,
positive or negative outcomes. King IV
points out that financial performance
alone can no longer serve as a proxy
for holistic value creation. The financial
capital market system is insufficient
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to guard against the multifaceted
and interconnected risks of the
future and hence an inclusive
market system should be adopted.
Integrated reporting involves much
more than simply changing the
way organizations report. It is a
process and a journey that forces
organizations to focus on how to
create value over time. This makes
it not only broader than today’s
financial reporting to stakeholders
but also a means to improve
organizational performance.
But before we look at integrate
thinking, what changes does King
IV bring about? In brief, King IV
sets out the following differences
between it and King III: (a) The
75 King III principles have been
consolidated into 17 principles,
each linked to very distinct
outcomes. In King IV, there is
a clear differentiation between
principles, practices and governance
outcomes. (b) King III’s philosophy
of “apply or explain” has become
“apply and explain”. The intention
is to move beyond a compliance
“tick-box” mind-set to describing
how
implemented
practices
advance progress towards giving
effect to each principle. (c) The
test for the classification of nonexecutive directors as ‘independent’
is broadened in King IV. King III
provides an exhaustive set of criteria
to be met in order to be classified
as an ‘independent’ non-executive
director, while King IV focuses
on the combined effect of all the
relevant factors on a substanceover-form basis when making an
assessment of independence. (d)
The concept and the requirement of
integrated reporting have also been
refined in King IV to align with the
Integrated Reporting Framework
by the International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC) which
was released in 2013. (e) In respect
of the role of the social and ethics
committee, King IV expands on the
committee’s direction and oversight
of the management of ethics, as well
as the socially responsible aspects of
the remuneration policy. (f ) Both
King III and King IV recommend
that the company’s remuneration

policy be submitted to shareholders
for their approval by vote. Under
King III, this entails a vote supported
by an ordinary majority (a 50% + 1
vote). King IV, however, goes further
in that compulsory engagement with
the shareholders will be triggered
if the remuneration policy or its
implementation is not supported
by a vote of at least 75% of voting
shares. (g) In order to address the
concern that not all organizations
are deriving benefit from or are
necessarily in a position to apply
King III, King IV includes sector
supplements that provide specific
guidance to certain categories of
organizations and sectors: SMEs,
non-profit organizations, public
sector organizations and entities,
counties and pension funds. (h) The
responsibilities of investors and key
shareholders, and the concept of
‘responsible investing’ have also been
expanded and developed in King IV
in line with the responsible investing
practices set out in the United
Nations Principles on Responsible
Investing. Shareholders should
play a more active role in corporate
governance and the board is required
to hold the board accountable for
its actions and disclosures. King
IV cautions that, in order to create
value in a sustainable manner, there
must be a shift from short-term
to long-term thinking. (i) Auditor
independence requirements are
expanded in King IV. In King IV,
the audit committee has a duty to
oversee auditor independence and,
in particular, all auditors’ reports on
annual financial statements should
disclose the number of years for
which the audit firm has been the
auditor of the organization. King
IV also prescribes certain factors
to be taken into account by the
audit committee when overseeing
auditor independence. It mentions
that, although audit firm rotation
may be used to reinforce auditor
independence, governing bodies
must be mindful of the learning
curve that new audit firms will
experience and how that will
impact the entity. (j) King IV
places numerous obligations on the
board regarding the management,
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protection and oversight of technology
and
information,
including
the
development of a ‘cyber-security plan’.
The board is further required to carry
out a formal review on the adequacy
and effectiveness of the organization’s
technology and information function,
and to comply with certain disclosure
requirements with respect to technology
and information. King IV does not
advocate for a ‘social media policy’ to
protect the entity’s reputation, but merely
mentions social media as a platform
for stakeholder engagement. (k) The
concept of ‘combined assurance’ has been
expanded in King IV, which broadens
the traditional ‘three lines of defense’ to
‘five lines of assurance’ to incorporate all
assurance role players, and to emphasize
that assurance is about having an adequate
and effective control environment and
strengthening the integrity of reports
for better decision making. The five lines
of assurance are: (1) line functions that
own and manage risk and opportunity;
(2) specialist functions that facilitate and
oversee risk and opportunity; (3) internal
assurance providers; (4) external assurance
providers; and (5) the governing body and
its committees. King IV requires the audit
committee to ensure that implementation
of the combined assurance model results
in combining, coordinating and aligning
assurance activities across the various
lines of assurance. (l) King IV introduces
new recommendations regarding the
contents of the framework documents
of organizations. King IV also allocates
responsibility for the implementation
of a group governance framework to
the holding company board. (m) King
IV emphasizes the role of the board
in risk and opportunity oversight, and
recommends that membership of the risk
committee should overlap with that of the
audit committee for better functioning,
and that, if the risk and audit roles are
combined in a single committee, the
meeting agenda should address audit, risk
and opportunity as separate agenda items.
(n) King IV specifically requires the board
to approve the formal strategy by which
‘the core purpose of the organisation is
identified and its short-, medium- and
long-term direction is set’. The governing
body must provide oversight over the
policies and plans that are developed from
the approved strategy and implemented
by management.
What are the 17 principles contained
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in King IV? They are grouped as follows:
(a) 3 principles for the entity’s ethical
cultures: (1) The governing body (in a
company, the board of directors: in a
county or government, the governor and
the members of the county or government
assembly) should set the tone and lead
ethically and effectively. (2) The governing
body should ensure that the organization’s
ethics are managed effectively. (3) The
governing body should ensure that the
organization is a responsible corporate
citizen. (b) 2 principles for performance
and value creation: (1) The governing
body should lead the value creation
process by appreciating that strategy,
risk and opportunity, performance and
sustainable development are inseparable
elements. (2) The governing body should
ensure that reports and other disclosures
enable stakeholders to make an informed
assessment of the performance of the
organization and its ability to create
value in a sustainable manner. (c) 10
principles for adequate and effective
control: (1) The governing body should
serve as the focal point and custodian of
corporate governance in the organisation.
(2) The governing body should ensure
that in its composition, it comprises a
balance of the skills, experience, diversity,
independence and knowledge needed
to discharge its role and responsibilities.
(3) The governing body should consider
creating additional governing structures
to assist with the balancing of power and
the effective discharge of responsibilities,
but without abdicating accountability.
(4) The governing body should ensure
that the appointment of, and delegation
to, competent executive management
contributes to an effective arrangement by
which authority and responsibilities are
exercised. (5) The governing body should
ensure that the performance evaluations
of the board, its structures, its chairs and
members, the CEO and the company
secretary or corporate governance
professional result in continuous improved
performance and effectiveness. (6) The
governing body should govern risk and
opportunity in a way that supports the
organization in defining its core purpose
and to set and achieve strategic objectives.
(7) The governing body should govern
technology and information in a way that
supports the organisation in defining its
purpose and to set and achieve strategic
objectives. (8) The governing body should
govern compliance with laws and ensure

consideration of, and adherence to, nonbinding rules, codes and standards. (9)
The governing body should ensure that
the organization remunerates fairly,
responsibly and transparently so as
to promote the creation of value in a
sustainable manner. (10) The governing
body should ensure that assurance results
in an adequate and effective control
environment and the integrity of reports
for better decision making. (d) 2 principles
for trust, good reputation and legitimacy:
(1) In the course of making decisions
in the best interest of the organization,
the governing body should ensure that
a stakeholder-inclusive approach is
adopted, which takes into account and
balances their legitimate and reasonable
needs, interests and expectations. (2) The
governing body of an institutional investor
should ensure that the organization
responsibly exercises its rights, obligations,
legitimate and reasonable needs, interests
and expectations, as a holder of beneficial
interest in the securities of a company. The
King IV Code provides extensive guidance
in relation to the implementation of
the principles by listing recommended
practices under each principle. These
recommended practices describe how
each principle should be implemented
and serve as a guide: that is, application
of these practices should be adapted and
varied where necessary, with the ultimate
aim of realizing the intended governance
outcome. The full King IV Report on
Corporate Governance can be obtained
free at: https://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.
iodsa.co.za/resource/resmgr/king_iv/
King_IV_Report/IoDSA_King_IV_
Report_-_WebVe.pdf
Professor King explained that
integrated reporting is founded on
integrated thinking, which ultimately
drives organizations to have a more
comprehensive
and
compelling
management-driven approach to value
creation in the short-, medium-, and
long-term in several dimensions. The
resulting integrated reporting improves
communications, both internally and
externally, about how value is created
and sustained. Providers of financial
capital and other stakeholders are
ultimately interested in an organization’s
capacity for integrated thinking and
their ability to execute successfully. The
end point— an integrated report—is the
messenger. Integrated thinking requires
a clear vision of what drives value in
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the organization and for this vision to
be consistently held through-out the
organization. It involves the board of
directors, senior management and other
employees proactively considering the
broad range of “capitals” beyond just
financial and manufactured capital.
Achieving integrated thinking involves
understanding the connections between
the six capitals and different approaches
to creating value through changes to
business models. It is implemented by
integrated planning and decision making,
both of which require an understanding
of the significant opportunities and risks
leading to better planning and decisionmaking processes, which in turn define
and connect the capitals used to create
value. This level of integration depends on
connecting people, functions, information
(financial and operational, internal
and external), and systems. Integrated
thinking should result in increased
organizational alignment toward strategic
goals and value creation in the context of

the changing business environment.
In the IIRC’s report entitled
“Realizing the benefits: The impact
of Integrated Reporting”, evidence is
provided of the nature of the benefits of
integrated thinking and reporting. The
IIRC’s Pilot Programme, which ran for
three years, yielded a great deal of research
from the participating organizations.
Many participants reported the benefits
of integrated thinking, including a range
of strategic and operational benefits:
71% of participants experienced strategic
benefits by implementing integrated
reporting, the most important being
a change in conversations between
the board and management; 79%
reported improvements in management
information and decision making, and
96% experienced a positive impact from
connecting departments and broadening
perspectives; and of those organizations
that have published an integrated report,
79% have seen an improvement in
their board’s understanding of how the

organization creates value. As a result of
their using integrated reporting, a majority
of organizations that participated in the
Pilot Programme changed their thinking
about their business model and modified
their strategy and resource allocation
decisions.
A thorough understanding of the
business model supports better integrated
thinking and decision making – leading
to better governance, better performance
management and better reporting; in
other words, better business. Developing
integrated thinking to support business
decision making will present the
opportunity for competitive advantage:
for Kenya to avoid a more crime driven
society, it is critical that businesses in
Kenya become more competitive: that is
the only way Kenya Inc. can compete with
the Asian tigers.
The writer is a fellow of Institute of
Certified Public Accountants of Kenya

PARTNERSHIP FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF ACCOUNTANCY IN KENYA

T

he Institute of Certified Public
Accountants of Kenya (ICPAK)
is the professional body that
regulates professional accountants
in Kenya. The Institute draws its mandate
from the Accountants Act No. 15 of 2008.
ICPAK is currently the largest professional
body in Kenya and stands at position one
in terms of membership with over 20, 000
members spread across the world.
ICPAK has rolled out an internship
programme for its members aimed at
integrating knowledge acquired in class
with real workplace experience while

promoting standards of professional
competence. The interns have an interest
in areas of Accounting/Finance, Tax,
Forensics, Audit and Risk Management.
The Institute seeks to partner with
organizations that can provide internship
opportunities and place the interns at
their workplace under supervision of an
ICPAK member(s) in good standing. Kindly
confirm availability of such opportunities
through email to internship@icpak.
com or alternatively reach us through our
phone numbers. We look forward to your
partnership.
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By Collins Njeru, Samuel Okumu

TAX
AMNESTY
Is It The Safe Haven For
Kenyan Tycoons Missing In
The Paradise Papers Leak?

I

n his 2017/2018 Budget statement,
Kenya’s Treasury Cabinet Secretary,
Mr. Henry Rotich, stated that, Kenyans
who had stashed wealth abroad had an
additional 6 months ending 30th June
2018 to enjoy the tax amnesty introduced
by the Finance Act 2016. The tax amnesty
procedures now require interested taxpayers
to file their returns declaring such income
and repatriate it back to Kenya by that date.
The tax amnesty on income earned outside
Kenya was first introduced by the Finance
Act 2016. The regulations published
thereafter were unclear on certain conditions
that were not included in the Finance Act,
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hence necessitating amendments in Finance
Act 2017. The current amendments dictate
upon all interested persons to repatriate all
declared foreign held funds back to Kenya,
immediately or within a five-year period
subject to a penalty of 10%. The move seeks
to enclave into the tax basket all foreignearned income from qualifying Kenyan
residents.
The tax amnesty on foreign-sourced
incomes is also a measure towards countering
the effect of Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting (BEPS) in Kenya. BEPS refers to
tax avoidance strategies that exploit gaps and
mismatches in tax rules to artificially shift

ECONOMY

profits to low or no-tax locations. Over 100
countries and jurisdictions are collaborating
to implement BEPS measures and tackle the
BEPS menace. Kenya has agreed to participate
in the Common Reporting Standards (CRS)
regime which is a global initiative developed by
the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) to enhance tax
transparency and compliance across more
than 47 countries. Has this tax amnesty been
effective? Was it a ploy to laundering funds
to oil our politicians’ election machinery?
Will this fiscal move stimulate foreign direct
investments (FDIs)? Are there any further
regulatory interventions required before the
June 2018 deadline?
The recent Paradise Papers leak should
serve as an important acid test to the ongoing
tax amnesty. It refers to a published database
containing information on offshore entities
linked to people and companies in more than
200 countries and territories. The real value of
the database is that it strips away the secrecy
that cloaks companies and trusts incorporated
in tax havens and exposes the people behind
them. This includes the names of the real
owners of those opaque structures.
The publisher, International Consortium
of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ), released
the details on November 5, 2017 of some
politicians featured in the Paradise Papers
investigation. According to ICIJ, the database
neither discloses the totality of the leaked
records nor divulges raw documents or
personal information en masse. It contains
a great deal of information about company
owners, proxies and intermediaries in secrecy
jurisdictions, without disclosing bank accounts,
email exchanges and financial transactions
contained in the documents.
ICIJ insists that its actions are in public
interest and acknowledges that most activities
carried out through offshore entities are
perfectly legal. Contrarily, ICIJ affirms that
from its extensive reporting together with
its media partners in the last four years, the
anonymity granted by the offshore economy
facilitates money laundering, tax evasion, fraud
and other crimes.
Surprisingly, the only Kenyan so far
identified in the leaks is a former Minister in
the Coalition.
Government. Is it believable that even the
Asian tigers in Kenya, top rich families and
the entire list of ‘who’s who’ are missing in
this list? Was the Kenyan tax amnesty a timely
opportunity for Kenyans hiding their treasures
offshore to divest? The answers to these and
more questions may lie in the unraveling leaks.
On a different note, the impact on this

tax amnesty from some extraneous and legal
factors needs to be assessed. For instance, it
is important to consider whether the existing
anti-money laundering laws, law on economic
crimes, law on asset transfer and anti-double
taxation laws may impede on the objects
of the tax amnesty regulations. The general
purpose of most tax amnesties is to nab evasive
taxpayers who may wish to change to turn
to tax compliance. Tax authorities maintain
taxpayers’ information obtained during the
amnesties and follow up on their compliance
in future. However, the new tax amnesty
regulations bar the Kenya Revenue Authority
(KRA) from making enquiries on the sources
and nature of such income hence limiting its
usefulness for posterity. This paves way for
repatriation of illicit funds and other money
laundering activities. Whereas the amnesty
regulations do not exonerate taxpayers of any
criminal liability, the KRA has reiterated that
all information declared under the amnesty
will be confidential and not divulged to other
government agencies. It should be of interest
to taxpayers whether the existing anti-money
laundering laws are consistent with the
amnesty regulations in ensuring immunity. The
amnesty regulations may also seem unrealistic
in the requirement for repatriation of all
declared funds and assets. The period provided
for repatriation may discourage owners of
foreign held in liquid assets especially in real
estate. Furthermore, in the event of assets
held in foreign trusts by Kenyan tax residents
- which are often bound by the laws of the
specific jurisdiction they were formed in – may
not be easily repatriated. Even more equivocal
is the case of an irrevocable discretionary trust.
A Kenyan taxpayer may lack a fixed interest
hence unable to repatriate the trust assets.
Finally, most anti-double taxation treaties
provide solid cover against the taxation-ofworldwide-income policy established under
local tax laws. These treaties have provided
for foreign tax credit or foreign tax relief
mechanisms that guide the tax jurisdictions
of the contracting states in taxing foreignrelated incomes. Such treaties have rendered
tax amnesties on foreign-sourced incomes
redundant.
In conclusion, it is paramount that the KRA
provides regular updates on the uptake of the
amnesty by taxpayers. The amount of foreign
funds injected into the Kenyan economy
should be quantified and published. It will
also be hard to fight the negative perception
surrounding the secrecy of repatriated funds
and assets.
samuel.Okumu@roedl.com
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MANAGEMENT

By Dr.CPA.Sammy Kimunguyi , CFE ,CISA

PROCUREMENT

FRAUD
Risk management model

Research indicates that the most
significant fraud schemes occur in, or as
part of, the procurement process. The
PWC Global Economic Crime Survey
Report (2014) reported procurement
fraud to be one of the most common forms
of economic crime that has more than
doubled in the public sector since 2012.
It therefore implies that procurement
functions are globally targeted by the
perpetrators of fraud and that this
occurrence may cause financial and other
economic damage estimated at millions of
shillings. Enterprises should do more to
prevent fraud by actively evaluating and
estimating their risk exposure and their
vulnerability to fraud. Although several
risk management models are available,
few are specifically designed and aimed at
reducing and/or limiting the occurrence
of procurement fraud.
This article explores the possibility
of developing such a model herein
referred as Procurement Fraud Risk
Matrix (PFRM) based on the Committee
of Supporting Organizations of the
Treadway Commission’s Committee
(COSO) Enterprise Risk Management
model.
The PFRM demonstrates the
interaction between the eight components
of Enterprise Risk Management, the
procurement process and the various
procurement frauds. Figure 1 below
demonstrates the Procurement Fraud Risk
Matrix adopted from COSO framework
(2004).
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The various elements of this components
are described as follows:
Internal environment: Includes: Risk
management philosophy and risk appetite
at all levels within the enterprise. The
risk management philosophy is the
umbrella ‘framework’ within which the
managers manage risks in the enterprise
on a daily basis. The procurement
manager to familiarize himself/herself
with the organization’s risk management
philosophy and use the information as a
framework to establish a risk culture in
the procurement function that aligns the
function’s risk culture with that of the
enterprise.
The risk appetite determines the
amount of risk which the enterprise is
generally willing to accept in striving
for value. The procurement manager’s
decisions on what the acceptable level of
risk within the procurement function is
should be based on the risk appetite of the
enterprise. Fraud always involves actions
that are unacceptable and unethical and
therefore an enterprise should not accept
fraud risk appetite.
Objective setting: When setting the
function’s procurement objectives, the
procurement manager should consider the
effect which fraud risks may have on the
strategies of the enterprise. The setting of
the procurement function objectives leads
to processes and systems carried out by
personnel that may expose the enterprise
to fraud risks. It is therefore important
that fraud risks that may originate or flow
from the design or objective-setting phase
be identified and considered.

MANAGEMENT

The fraud risk management
process in procurement

The fraud risk management process
includes the elements of the identification
of the occurrence of fraud risk (event
identification), risk assessment, risk
response, and control activities, as
illustrated in the procurement fraud risk
matrix in Figure 1, and it consists of the
following steps:
• Fraud risk identification (event
identification);
• Fraud risk assessment (risk
assessment);
• Fraud risk control (risk response);
and
• Fraud risk financing (control
activities).
The procurement manager is the person
primarily held responsible and liable
for the risk management process in
the procurement function. It is the
procurement manager’s responsibility to
ensure that fraud risks in the procurement
function are identified, evaluated and
managed. In the subsections below, each
of the steps of the management process
is discussed against the background
of procurement fraud risks to provide
practical guidelines for the prevention
and reduction of such fraud.

Fraud risk identification
(event identification)

The types of fraud that generally occur
in the procurement process (as indicated
in the procurement fraud risk matrix
in Figure 1) are the following: tender
fraud, conflicts of interest, kickbacks,
the creation of shell companies, passthrough-schemes,
pay-and-return
schemes, acceptance of poor or inferior
quality products or no products, and
inflated invoices or billing.
Cronjé et al. (2004:137-139) list
the following techniques or tools
that can be used to identify risks:
studying
documentation,
SWOT
analysis, insurance analyses, interviews,
workshops
and
brainstorming,
questionnaires, root-cause analyses and
specialist software. The risk workshop
technique is the most common due to
its popularity amongst risk management
practitioners.
The procurement manager and

individuals involved in all the steps in the
procurement process should participate
in risk workshops. The identification
of fraud risks during the procurement
section’s risk workshop normally forms
part of the global risk identification
process.

Fraud risk assessment (risk
assessment)

During fraud risk assessment, the
possibility is considered that a particular
procurement fraud situation will occur,
and the expected size and cost of the
loss is estimated in order to determine
the impact it will have on the enterprise.
A number of elements need to be
considered: Frequency, Severity and
Assessment techniques.
The risk analyst can use the historical
procurement fraud statistics of the
enterprise as a basis for calculating the
frequency of procurement fraud. When
calculating the frequency of losses, the
risk analyst should also take into account
the degree to which the procurement
section’s
internal
environment
component has been addressed; for
example, if the procurement management
team appears not to be ethical or lacks
integrity, and if risk management
is not considered important by the
procurement management team, the risk
analyst may estimate the frequency of
losses at a higher level.
The risk analyst can calculate the
severity of losses in accordance with
the following terms: maximum sizes of
losses, accumulation, and/or interruption
of business. Most assessment techniques
for operational risks (which include
fraud risks) are by nature qualitative.
They include self-assessment methods
such as workshops, historical data and
risk matrices.

Fraud risk control

It is important that the procurement
manager takes the necessary steps to
manage and control the various fraud
risks. Valsamakis et al. (2005:16)
mention that there are five alternatives
in managing risks, namely: avoidance,
acceptance, elimination, reduction and
transfer of risks.
Risk avoidance is the avoidance of
the specific risk which was identified and
evaluated. In the case of procurement
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fraud risk, it is almost impossible for
management to avoid procurement fraud
risks completely, unless the procurement
function is outsourced or the enterprise
does not procure any goods and or
services.
Risk
acceptance
implies
that
management has made a deliberate
decision not to put any control measures
in place to decrease the risk (Hugo et al.
2006). If the procurement management
team decides to accept the risk, it signifies
that the team has made a deliberate
decision not to put any control measures
in place to decrease the procurement
fraud risk.
Risk elimination can be defined as
the introduction of standards, procedures
and actions that are needed in order to
eliminate risks. Consequently, risks are
neutralised, so that there is no possibility
that they will be realized. It is impossible
for the risk manager to completely
eliminate procurement fraud as there
will always be a possibility of fraud and
its occurrence wherever external suppliers
and people inside the procurement
function are involved.
Risk reduction implies limiting the
possibility that procurement fraud will
occur, and/or lessening the impact it
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will have on the enterprise. Reducing
procurement fraud risk may be achieved
by various methods and means such
as
physical
measures, procedural
measures, segregation of duties, training,
performance indicators and high-level
monitoring and legal procedures.
It is usually not feasible for a
procurement manager to transfer the
responsibility for procurement fraud risks
to a third party, and therefore this risk
control approach is not available to the
procurement manager.

Fraud risk financing

Fraud risk financing is the last step in
the fraud risk management process. It
is important to consider the cost and
advantages associated with managing
risks. The costs of the control should not
exceed the potential savings arising from
it. The procurement manager may use
the return-on-investment (ROI) ratio to
evaluate the financial acceptability of the
control measures (Cronjé et al. 2004:161).
It is a measure of the procurement fraud
risk saving as a proportion of the capital
invested in order to achieve the savings.
This enables the procurement manager to
determine whether the capital invested in
managing procurement fraud will be cost

beneficial to the enterprise or not.
The last two components of the
of procurement fraud risk matrix
are information and communication
and monitoring. It is essential for
the procurement function to have
an information and communication
structure in place to ensure that all
relevant information is accurately and
promptly reported to top management,
the enterprise risk manager and the
relevant procurement personnel.
Monitoring is the last step in the risk
management process, and it is extremely
important that the efficiency and
effectiveness of the process be evaluated.
The procurement manager should
monitor and/or implement monitoring
mechanisms to ensure the effective
implementation of approved strategies.

Conclusion

It can be concluded that the enterprise
risk management model of COSO
can be successfully adapted for use in
management of procurement fraud risk.
The procurement fraud risk matrix assists
management in effectively applying
enterprise risk management to manage
procurement fraud risks.
skimunguiy@gmail.com
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Kenya’s National Debt
Are We Heading
Towards Bankruptcy?
By FCPA Dr. Jim McFie

K

enya Lost IMF Credit in
June. Someone Tell the
Central Bank” screams
Bloomberg’s
headline
to a story that was filed
at midnight at the end of February
19, 2018. Immediately below this
headline were two summaries of what
appeared in the subsequent article:
they read: “IMF withdrew permission
for Kenya to tap standby loan in June:
IMF delegation visiting Kenya this
week to discuss new program”. One
of the paragraphs in the main article
reads: “The Washington-based lender,
which has a delegation visiting Kenya
this week, removed permission to tap
the precautionary financing after the
government failed to meet budgetdeficit targets attached to the loan
agreement. It’s the first time the
withdrawal of access has been made
public”.
On February 20, 2018, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
resident representative in Nairobi,
Jan Mikkelsen, issued the following
statement: “Further to some press
reports earlier today, I would like to
clarify the status of Kenya’s Fundsupported program. The precautionary
Stand-By Arrangement/ Standby
Credit
Facility
(SBA/SCF)
arrangement remains in place until
end-March 2018. The second and
third reviews of the program, due
respectively in June and December
2017, could not be completed on
schedule as agreement could not be
reached on stronger fiscal policies,
and discussions were postponed due
to the prolonged election period.
Kenya continues to have access to
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resources since June 2017 subject to
policy understandings to complete the
outstanding reviews. An IMF staff team
is currently in Nairobi for discussions on a
possible new program and we are hopeful
for an agreement.” One reason why
the Kenyan lady wrote the Bloomberg
article may have been to get a promotion:
“negative news” is so much more powerful
than “positive news”: but “negative news”
can very easily end up being “fake news”.
When writing the article mentioned
above it is worth keeping in mind the
report of the IMF of January 25, 2017:
“On January 25, 2017, the Executive
Board of the IMF completed the first
review of Kenya’s performance under
the program supported by the Stand-By
Arrangement (SBA) and an Arrangement
under the Standby Credit Facility
(SCF). The 24-month SBA/SCF with a
combined total access of SDR 1.06 billion
(about US$1.5 billion) was approved by
the IMF’s Executive Board on March
14, 2016. The Kenyan authorities have
indicated that they will continue to treat
both arrangements as precautionary, and
do not intend to draw on the SBA and
SCF arrangements unless exogenous
shocks lead to an actual balance of
payments need”. Mr. Tao Zhang, the
Deputy Managing Director and Acting
Chair of the IMF, added: “Kenya’s
economy has continued to perform
well. Real GDP growth increased in
2016, inflation remains within the target
range, and the current account deficit has
narrowed. The macroeconomic outlook is
overall positive, including robust growth
and reduced external imbalances”.
Does Kenya need balance of payments
support from the IMF? If you know the
facts, you will say no. So I leave it to you
to decide whether the lady deserves a
promotion. Again, one could argue that
Kenya’s balance of trade with the rest
of the world was really bad for the first
eleven months of 2017: it was minus
KShs 1.034 trillion, as opposed to minus
KShs. 0.778 trillion for the same period in
2016. But almost one quarter of Kenya’s
import bill is usually oil – petrol, diesel
and paraffin (since the refinery stopped
working in September 2013) – and oil
prices in 2016 were really low. In 2015
and 2014, the trade deficit for the same
periods were KShs. 0.926 trillion and
KShs. 0.990 trillion. It must be kept in
mind that the Kenya diaspora sent back
to Kenya KShs. 0.178 trillion in the first

Further to some
press reports
earlier today,
I would like
to clarify the
status of Kenya’s
Fund-supported
program. The
precautionary
Stand-By
Arrangement/
Standby Credit
Facility (SBA/
SCF) arrangement
remains in place
until end-March
2018.
International Monetary Fund
(IMF) resident representative
in Nairobi, Jan Mikkelsen

eleven months of 2017 (as opposed to
KShs.0.159 trillion in 2016): Nairobi hosts
diplomats from many different countries
and the headquarters of two agencies
of the United Nations Organization
(UN): there are a further twenty two
UN agencies represented in Kenya: the
personnel in these organizations live
expensively and do so out of funds that
are remitted to Kenya. So one Kenyan
media house reporting on February 27,
2018, the following in rather dramatic
terms may be overstating his version
of events (I have corrected the English
where necessary): “Kenya depends on
earnings from exports, tourism receipts,
diaspora remittances and the inflow of
foreign investments to earn dollars which
it then uses to import various items
such as oil and machinery from global
markets. But the country has also been
borrowing dollars from the international
market. Last week, it successfully issued
a second Eurobond, raising $2 billion
(Sh201 billion). Part of the proceeds will
be used to repay a $600 million (Sh60
billion) loan that will mature in April.
Three months ago, Kenya was unable to
pay back a $750 million (Sh75 billion)
syndicated loan and had to beg creditors
to wait for six months within which it
planned to raise the Eurobond to pay up.
The creditors who controlled about ten
per cent of the loan refused to reschedule.
So Kenya in January went for another
$750 million (Sh75 billion) syndicated
loan of seven years from the Trade
Development Bank (TDB) which it used
to pay off the two stubborn investors. In
2014, Kenya raised another $2.75 billion
(Sh276 billion) Eurobond with part of it
being used to settle another syndicated
loan that the country almost defaulted
on. The country has now joined a club
of some 15 African countries trapped
in the Eurobond refinancing crisis, or
what one local columnist has described
as Eurobondage”. Reuters explained
the situation in a much calmer tone on
January 16, 2018: “Kenya has secured a
$750 million syndicated loan for seven
years from the Trade Development Bank
(TDB) to pay off creditors in another
two-year syndicated loan that was
extended last year. The government was
also set to issue a $1.5 billion Eurobond
for 10 years by the first week of March, to
take advantage of high demand for new
issues. Henry Rotich, the finance minister,
said last November a six-month extension
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of the syndicated facility had been agreed
with 90 percent of investors. Funds raised
from a new Eurobond issue could be
used to pay off the outstanding amount,
he said”. It is important that exposure
to foreign exchange risk is kept within
what is reasonable, but the media are now
taking every opportunity to overstate the
position.
Debt-to-GDP ratios around the
world have increased in recent years as
governments in the Western world take
advantage of historically low interest
rates. Debt is a function and a fixture
of any working economy. Governments
borrow to fund spending on things
like roads, railways, airports, hospitals,
dams, bridges and schools, as well as to
fund promises, like tax cuts. It could be
argued that borrowing is a good thing
for a working economy, but unchecked
borrowing can be a bad thing, especially
in an economic downturn. Even cheap
debt can become unaffordable if a country
has too much of it and output begins to
slow. In Kenya we refer to the United
States of America (US) as the land of
“the free”. As of February 6, 2018, the
official debt of the US government is
$20.5 trillion ($20,494,165,051,605).
This amounts to: $62,651 for every
person living in the US; $162,363 for
every household in the US; 104% of the
U.S. gross domestic product; and 565%
of the annual federal revenues. In 2017,
China’s holding of US Government debt
rose by the greatest amount ever in a year,
$126.5 billion: China now owns $1.18
trillion of US Treasuries. The second
largest holder is Japan, at $1.06 trillion: in
2017, Japan’s holding fell by $29.3 billion.
However, investors in US Government
debt get a fraction of what investors get
on Kenya Government debt. The interest
rate on US Treasury Bills in December
2017 was 1.248%, up from 0.504% in
December 21016; on US Treasury Bonds,
the equivalent numbers are 4.180%
(December 2017) and 4.362% (December
2016). So the US Government is able to
borrow very cheaply. But the debt level
rises every year: the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants has
publicly cautioned the US Government
that the constant increase in government
debt is unsustainable. In a recent study, it
was found that Senators and members of
Congress leave office substantially richer
than when they first joined either of these
two entities. And one very powerful and
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Henry Rotich, the
Cabinet Secretary of
the National Treasury

very rich lobby group is the banking sector
in the US (rather similar to Kenya). So
borrowing will probably continue to grow
– again similar to Kenya. The country
with the largest debt as a ratio of GDP
is Japan at 221% (the debt per capita is
$71,421 - $8,770 per person higher than
the US). Greece’s government borrowing
is 179% of its GDP, Portugal 138%, Italy
138%, Cyprus 115%, Belgium just under
115%, Spain 106% and Singapore 105%.
Compared to these numbers, Kenya’s debt
at 54% of GDP is “manageable”.
At the official opening, on 24th
January 2018, of public hearings for the
2018/19 financial year medium-term
budget, Henry Rotich, the Cabinet
Secretary of the National Treasury,
pointed out the need to manage “the
ballooning public wage bill”: his words
were (I have corrected the English
slightly): “The Public Wage Bill remains
a major challenge. We shall continue to
work with the Salaries and Remuneration
Commission (SRC), various employers
in the Public Sector, and the County
Governments to contain the rising wage
bill by addressing both the value attached
to the jobs and the size of the Public
Service. This will ensure a sustainable
wage bill and a release of resources to
fund planned public investments”. If any
clients of accountants are owed money
by the Government, I have bad news for
them: Mr Rotich referred to the “Rising
Pending Bills”: he stated “we shall be
reconstituting the Pending Bills Closing
Committee to review all the outstanding
pending bills incurred before 2015. The
Committee will advise the Government
on the stock of the pending bills payable
to enable provision of resources in the
budget, and thus bring the issue of
pending bills to closure. I wish to remind
Accounting Officers that it is illegal
to commit the Government without
adequate budgetary provision and they

shall be personally held accountable for
such violations”. But what about the bills
still pending that relate to 2015, 2016 and
2017? Will they be paid?
No mention of the interest cost on
the national debt was made in the speech.
In 2015/16, interest paid on domestic
debt was KShs 172.9 billion and KShs
42.5 billion on foreign debt (the average
domestic interest rate is substantially
higher than the foreign), to give a total
of KShs 215.4 billion, or 20.96% of total
recurrent Government expenditure; in
2016/17, the numbers were KShs 212.9
billion and KShs 58.4 billion, to give
a total of KShs 271.3 billion, which is
23.00% of total recurrent Government
expenditure. For 2017/18, the numbers
are estimated at KShs 215.2 billion and
KShs 88.8 billion, to give a total of KShs
304.00 billion, or 21.64% of total recurrent
Government expenditure. Total recurrent
Government expenditure in 2018/19
is estimated at KShs 1.509 trillion, a
very small increase from the 2017/18
estimate of KShs 1.405 trillion. To find
projected interest costs is difficult. But the
plan for 2018/19 states: “The National
Government is required to maintain
public debt at sustainable levels as set out
in the Public Finance Management Act
2012, and its regulations. Our debt ratios
compared with internationally recognized
thresholds continue to show that our debt
level remains sustainable. The baseline
public debt path remains consistent
with the EAC convergence ceiling of
50 percent of GDP. The external debt
sustainability indicators illustrate that
Kenya remains within the sustainable
bounds. This is attributed to the large
portion of debt that is on concessional
terms in terms of low costs and long term
maturity. This funding continues to play a
key role in the development agenda of the
National Government”.
Is Kenya’s debt at crisis levels? At
present no: and I think the Government
is aware that many educated Kenyans
are worried about the continual buildup of the National Debt. Probably the
noise created by the media is getting the
Government to think about alternative
ways of financing developments in
Kenya, just as ICPAK’s Chairman, Julius
Mwatu, suggested at the 26th Economic
Symposium.
The writer is a fellow of Institute of
Certified Public Accountants of Kenya
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DEBT
TRAP

Can Kenya ?
avoid its Jaws

T

he Governor of the Central
Bank of Kenya, Dr Patrick
Njoroge, is respected by his
peers as an expert in his field,
having been named as Central
Banker of the Year by the Financial
Times Group’s The banker magazine. So
when the Governor speaks on matters
of national fiscal policy, the wise pause,
listen, and take heed. And when his
sentiments are echoed and amplified by
the International Monetary Fund and
the African Development Bank it is time
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By Clive Mutiso
to ask hard questions and seek urgent
solutions.
All the signs are that Kenya is on
the brink of a debt trap and that unless
present policies are critically reviewed and
urgently amended, the already struggling
economy could be pushed over the edge
by unmanageable debt. The need for a reevaluation of government fiscal policy is
brought to the fore by the announcement
that Kenya has quietly floated a $2
billion Eurobond to raise cash to pay for
infrastructure projects and to support

recurrent expenditure. Over the 30-year
life of the bond, the investors will be paid
$3.2 billion in interest. What is at the
same time encouraging and ominous is
that the issue was oversubscribed seven
times. That fact is encouraging because
it means that well-heeled, savvy investors
still regard Kenya as a safe investment,
but at the same time ominous because the
Government may be tempted to go back
to the market and mop up the additional
$12 billion that was on offer.
The temptation is greater because
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Moody’s Investors Service, the US based
credit rating agency has downgraded
Kenya government bonds from Ba1,
“speculative with substantial credit risk”,
to Ba2, which is a flag to investors that the
credit risk has increased. The government
might decide to take whatever might
be on offer from the market, before any
adverse changes in the economy push the
rating down lower still. A lower rating
than the already problematic Ba2 might
make it difficult for a potential investor
to take up Kenyan debt offerings without
impairing its balance sheet. Depending
on the business model under which an
investor acquires Kenya government
paper, and taking account of the risk
profile, IFRS 9 might require the investor
to recognise the asset in its books at less
than the acquisition cost.
However, it is not the borrowing
side of the equation that is becoming
problematic,
but
the
repayment
obligations that are piling up. At a time
when the economy is stagnating and
perhaps even shrinking, and tax revenues
are falling commensurately, the proportion
both of GDP and tax revenues that is
being swallowed by payments on debt,
particularly foreign debt, is rising. By June
of this year, the national debt is expected
to hit 60 per cent of GDP. Dr Patrick
Njoroge has now gone on record with the
view that further international borrowing
to finance investment in infrastructure
is unwise, and that alternative ways of
raising money for infrastructure will have
to be found.
Nobody doubts the rationale for
investing in infrastructure because better
roads, reliable and efficient rail transport,
abundant electricity, and adequate water
supplies are essential for industrial and
economic development. However, one of
the constraints that has hampered Kenya’s
drive to improve infrastructure has been
the mysteriously high cost of some of
the landmark projects, compared with
other countries in the region that have
committed to similar projects in a similar
time frame. Borrowing money for overpriced projects creates a double whammy.
If a project is overpriced, the uptake of
the benefits it was supposed to bring
remains low, so the income it generates is
insufficient to service the debt incurred to
set it up. If electricity is more expensive
than competing countries, industrialists
invest in those other countries to keep
their costs down. If a railway or a pipeline

charges more per tonne than a railway or
pipeline on a competing route, then the
competing route takes all the business.
One of the reasons for the growth
in the national debt has been the
unintended consequences of populist
political decisions that have impacted
on the economy far more seriously than
anyone expected. The statutory cap on
bank lending rates and floor on deposit
rates was touted as the solution to high
commercial bank lending rates. A legal
limit on what a bank could charge, the
argument went, would result in cheaper
loans for commerce and industry, which
would stimulate growth. The opposite
happened. Faced with the choice of
lending to the public sector at a level of
risk that could not be mitigated through
pricing, and lending without risk to a
government hungry for funds, commercial
banks deliberately cut back on lending and
put surplus funds into government paper.
Instead of cheaper loans, commercial
borrowers found themselves unable to
access credit.
The drying up of credit, coupled with
the drying up of the environment, has led
to a drop in agricultural output that has
led to increased importation of essential
staple foods like sugar, maize, and rice.
The imports have had to be paid for in
hard currency, which has put pressure
on Kenya’s foreign exchange reserves.
One of the ways in which any country
under pressure is able to manage its
external payments when they fall due is
by calling on temporary support from the
International Monetary Fund, which was
set up for exactly that purpose. However,
Kenya’s IMF standby line of $1.5 billion
was suspended. Although the suspension
was not publicly announced, and has even
been denied in some quarters, the potential
impact could be massive. If any downturn
occurs in the world economy, or adverse
political developments create a blip in
the regional economy, Kenya will have to
develop its own coping mechanism to deal
with any shortage of hard currency to pay
international private and public creditors.
The best way to deal with any crisis
is to avoid it in the first place and the
person most able to guide the politicians
on how to avoid the debt trap is the
Governor. Dr Njoroge is widely respected
for his own personal abstemious and
financially disciplined nature. If, using
his broad powers and the independence
that flows from security of tenure, he is

able to impose a greater sense of the value
of money on his political counterparts,
Kenya may yet be able to draw back from
the brink of the fiscal abyss.
An essential part of the process will be
a strong, independent, and active media,
informing the public of what is going on,
and why, and what the implications are
for the future of the country. The media
should be heard because it holds people
accountable for their actions. When a
decision was made to allow settlement in
the Mau Forest, and the media protested,
they got into trouble. The settlers,
destroyed the forest cover with impunity,
raising the ground temperature and
interfering with the cooling air currents
that brought rain and made the Mau a
water tower. The ensuing drought brought
devastation to the tea gardens downwind,
which used to benefit from daily rain
throughout the year but which now can
stay a month or more without a drop of
rain. Now there is a moratorium on tree
felling on the Mau.
What does this have to do with the
national debt? Everything. On a micro
scale, when farmers lose crops and
livestock to drought, they are forced to
take loans if they can, or look for handouts
to feed their families - handouts which
often come with unpleasant conditions.
On a Macro scale, it is exactly the same
process. If the country is unable to grow
enough food to feed itself, with a surplus
to sell to bring income, it must either
use savings, or borrowings, or look for
handouts to feed the nation.
An essential tool in mitigating famine
risk is to move from the vagaries of rainfed agriculture to large scale irrigation. Just
as a farmer recovering from drought does
not have the money to buy pipes, storage
tanks, and pumps to irrigate his farm, a
country with no savings can only borrow
for the infrastructure necessary for large
irrigation projects. If a farmer borrows
money and wastes it, or diverts it to other
interests, he rarely recovers. The same
is true a million times over at a national
level. Too much of the money that Kenya
has borrowed has been dissipated with
no measurable improvement in GDP
growth. Going forward, every Dollar
borrowed will have to be used more wisely,
otherwise the country risks falling into a
debt trap from which it will have no hope
of escape.
clivemutiso@gmail.com
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A NEW DAWN
FOR KENYAN WOMEN
IN POLITICAL LEADERSHIP
By Carol Ngura

Charitu Ngilu
Governor, Kitui County

Prof. Margaret Kamar
Senator, Uasin Gishu County
Joyce Laboso
Governor, Bomet County

A

s Kenya continues to grapple with
‘how’ to achieve the constitutional
requirement of the two-thirds gender
rule, it is encouraging to note that there
have been significant achievements
since the launch of the new constitution in 2010.
The new constitution gave Kenyan women a
great opportunity to negotiate for their space in
leadership. It enabled the creation of institutional
frameworks for mainstreaming gender through
policies and legislation and provided the much
needed constitutional mechanisms for women to
hold the state accountable particularly in attaining
the 30% critical mass female presence in future
parliaments. In totality, it opened doors to the
implementation of the gender agenda.
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Historically women in Kenya were key players
in campaigning and mobilizing support for their
parties but rarely did they occupy strategic decisionmaking positions in the party structure or benefit
from political parties’ resources for conducting
campaigns. With the ‘male traits’ overly emphasized
and eventually making them the criteria for
selecting candidates, the selection and nomination
processes within parties did not favor them either.
Most parties lacked internal democracy, democratic
membership recruitment and substantive elections
in recruiting leaders which negatively affected
the number of women ascending to top party
positions. This meant women got limited political
exposure and visibility and therefore lacked
strategic political leverage for party nominations in

Public policy

national elections translating into fewer
women in political leadership positions
nationally. In 1992, things started to
look up as women set on a journey to
political, elective, appointive and all
other leadership positions. Following the
National Women’s Convention organized
by the National Council of Women of
Kenya, Africa Women’s Development and
Communication Network- FEMNET,
the struggle for institutional framework
for gender mainstreaming begun and saw
the birth of ;
• National Gender Commission
• A ministry in charge of women 		
affairs, children and social services
• A presidential directive for 30% 		
women’s
representation in public service
• Establishment of Women’s fund
• Publication of the Sexual Offences 		
Act
Although the journey continues to be
steep and the process challenging, the
gains made in the August 2017 elections
are commendable by any standards.
Although as a nation we are yet to achieve
the two-thirds gender rule constitutional
requirement, that ensures no more than
two-thirds of the members of elective
public bodies are of the same gender,
we are definitely on the right path. This
was clearly demonstrated in the August
2017 elections where women in spite of
the major setbacks, and the cultural and
patriarchal underpinnings they face, still
won some elective seats. Compared to the
2013 elections which was the first election
held under the new constitution and one

that introduced a devolved governance
structure, the number of women elected
to various positions significantly increased
in 2017 elections. For the very first time
three female governors were elected;
former devolution Cabinet Secretary
Anne Waiguru for Kirinyaga County,
Charity Ngilu for Kitui County and
Joyce Laboso for Bomet County. Three
females were also elected to senatorial
positions; Margaret Kamar for Uasin
Gishu county, Susan Kihika for Nakuru
county and Fatuma Dullo for Isiolo
county. Considering that in 2013 there
was no female governor or senator elected,
this was a very significant election for the
journey of women in leadership and more
specifically political leadership.
The election of women parliamentarians
from some of the marginalized regions
brought a new light to the Kenyan
politics. Sophia Abdi Noor was elected
MP of Ijara constituency- Northeastern
Kenya, former journalist Naisula Lesuda
was elected MP of Samburu West. These
elections proved that the electorate was
slowly but surely warming up to the
idea of women in political leadership.
Unlike previous elections, we also saw
the election of some of the youngest
females, in Nandi County where 24 year
old Cynthia Jepkosgei was elected MCA
for Kilibwoni ward and 26 year old Nancy
Chemutai was elected MCA for Kobujoi
ward. While the reality is that women are
yet to be fully accepted and embraced as
political leaders in many regions in Kenya,
it is encouraging that the 2017 elections
reflected a commendable rise of women in
political hierarchies.

Performance of women in the 2013 and August 2017 General Elections:
POSITION

WOMEN ELECTED
IN 2013

WOMEN ELECTED
IN AUGUST 2017

Governors
Senators
Members of Parliament
Members of County
Assembly

0
0
16
84

3
3
23
96

The recognition of the principle of
women’s political, economic and social
equality continues to advance worldwide
and various studies and researches have
clearly demonstrated that women bring a
diversity of opinions and perspectives to
political discourse. Globally, remarkable

strides have been made by women such
as Christine Lagarde’s pristine leadership
at IMF, Angela Merkel’s handling of the
Syrian refugee crisis and Hillary Clinton
who put up a brave fight for the US
elections against the current president.
With women in Kenya being 52% of the

Historically women
in Kenya were
key players in
campaigning and
mobilizing support
for their parties
but rarely did they
occupy strategic
decision-making
positions in the
party structure or
benefit from political
parties’ resources
for conducting
campaigns.
population and 47% of the total registered
voters, the contribution of women in politics
and democracy cannot be overemphasized.
Therefore, it is very important for all
stakeholders to have the political will and
commitment to create democratic spaces
that consciously sustain engagement
of women past elections to affirm their
representation and make it count. Because
if half of Kenya’s population remain
vulnerable to political marginalization,
the hope of advancing democracy and
prosperity remains in serious jeopardy.
The back now stops with these elected
women in their various positions to
demonstrate to the electorate that indeed
women can make good political leaders.
They will need to appreciate that more often
than not, women leaders are held to higher
standards than their male counterparts
meaning they have to work extra hard. They
are the champions of the Kenyan women
in matters of policy making and decisionmaking among others and their conduct
and work will have ripple effects on the
future of women in political leadership in
Kenya.
It is now time for Kenya to experience
the positive difference that comes with
women in leadership.
carolngura@gmail.com
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By Kevin Sukwe

RECOGNITION OF

RETENTION MONIES

BY CONSTRUCTION FIRMS

R

etention refers to the monies
held by contractors as securities
to cover any work deficits by
the contractors. It is normally
held by the client and released
after a given period of time normally six
months after the site handover.
The main objective of this article
is to understand the main methods of
computing retentions and how retentions
are recognized in the financial statements.
The main issues are;
I. Revenue recognition
II. VAT on retention
III.Income tax

Overview of revenue
recognition

Revenue is income arising in the course
of an entity’s ordinary activities. Ordinary
activities’ means normal trading or
operating activities. Revenue’ presented in
the statement of profit or loss should not
include items such as proceeds from the sale
of non-current assets or incomes collected
on behalf of third parties such as VAT. Note
that the gains on sales of non-current assets
and other non trading activities will appear
in the statement of Profit and loss and
other income (Statement of comprehensive
income) according to IAS 1.
Under accrual revenues are recognized
when incurred; i.e when the entity satisfies a
performance obligation by transferring the
promised good or service to the customer.
The performance obligation maybe satisfied
over time or at a point in time.
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(a) Obligation satisfied at a point in time
This occurs where full control of the asset
has been passed from the seller to the
buyer. Full control takes place where the
following have occurred
• The customer has legal title to the
asset
• The selling entity has physical
possession of the asset
• The customer has assumed risks and
rewards of ownership
• The customer has accepted the asset.
Most common transactions or over the
counter transaction, the obligation is
satisfied at a point in time
(b) Obligation satisfied over a period of
time
IFRS 15 states that an entity satisfies the
performance obligation over time if the
following obligations are met;
• The customer simultaneously receives
benefits as the entity performs
• The entity performance creates the
work in progress that the customer 		
controls as the work progresses
• The entity has enforceable right to
payment for performance completed.
In the construction works involving large
contracts, the performance obligation are
normally satisfied over a period of time.
Since the risks involved are very high the

clients retain some fraction of work as
security to ensure that the specifications
are met i.e the retention monies held such
be released if there are no defects or when
the defects are adequately addressed by
the contractors.

Computation of Retention

Retention monies are normally a fixed rate
of work done by the contractor usually
10%. However, the question is; how is
it charged and which of the methods is
effective?
There are two main ways of charging
retention;
• On the Payment Certificate
• On the Invoice
On the payment certificate
A payment certificate is a certificate issued
by the Consultant instructing the client to
pay the contractor for the amount of work
done to date as per the work certified in
the certificate. The contractor normally
sends the invoice together with the
certificate to the client for payment.
The certificate may be issued when the
retention has been deducted. In this case
the client pays the full invoice as raised by
the contractor without charging a further
retention.
kevinsukwe@gmail.com
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Case 1
Surrent Technologies has issued Chuma
Construction Ltd, with certificate
no.4(IPC 4) .
The amount due in the certificate is as
follows;
Work done to date Kshs 23,000,000
Less:10% Retention Kshs 2,300,000
			
Kshs 20,700,000
Paid to date
Kshs 15,700,000
Due to the certificate Kshs 5,000,000
16% VAT		
Kshs 800,000
Gross total
Kshs 5,800,000
The contractor sends an invoice of
Kshs 5,800,000.to the client .The client
needs to pay the full amount. The only
deductions that would be made will be for
withholding VAT of 6% and Withholding
tax of 3% on sales.
The entries will be made as follows;
Dr:Accounts receivable
5,800,000
Cr:Sales (Income)		
5,000,000
Cr:VAT Liability		
800,000
When the client pays the entries will be as
follows when both withholding VAT and
Withholding taxes are charged;
Dr:Bank			5,350,000
Dr:Withholding tax
150,000
Dr:VATwithholing		
300,000
Cr:Accounts receivable
5,800,000

Retention claim

When making the claims for
retentions,the entries would be as
follows;
Dr:Accountsreceivable
(10/90x5000,000x1.16)
644,444.44
Cr:Sales(Income)		
555,555.56
Cr:VAT Liability		
88,888.88
The retention claims will also be subject
to withholding tax and VAT liability as
applied in the normal invoice above. In
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Gross total

The contractors
should be keen on
how the retention
has been done
in order to avoid
double retention.
Double retention
may occur when
the certificate
suffers retention
as well as the
invoice.

Kshs 6,444,444.96

In this case the contractor sends an invoice
of Kshs6,444,444.96 .The client will pay
the invoice less withholding tax, withholding tax and Retention.
The entries will be made as follows (When
the invoice is raised and issued to the
client)
Dr:Trade Receivable 6,444,444.96
Cr:Sales(Income)
5,555,556
Cr:VAT Liability
888,888.96
When the client pays the entries will
be made as follows assuming VAT
withholding and withholding taxes are
deducted including retention
Dr:Bank		
5,300,000.42
Dr:VAT withholding
333,333.36
Dr:Withholding tax
166,666.68
Dr:Retention receivable 644,444.50
Cr:Trade Receivable
6,444,444.96
In this case the retention is recognized as
income on the issue of the invoice.

Claim of Retention

this case the revenue is recognized as an
income at the time the claim is made,
(When it becomes due and payable),
normally after six months of the invoice
date or site handover.

Retention on the Invoice

Case 2
The retention will be held on the invoice
if not already withheld on the certificate.
The same certificate as above may be
issued as follows
Work done to date Kshs 23,000,000
Paid to date
Kshs 17,444,444
Due to the certificate Kshs 5,555,556
16% VAT		
Kshs 888,888.96

In future at the time of making claims
for the retention an invoice may not be
required rather a letter for the release of
the retention will be sent to the client.
If the invoice is sent then VAT will not
be charged to as VAT had been paid in
advance.

Conclusion

The contractors should be keen on how the
retention has been done in order to avoid
double retention. Double retention may
occur when the certificate suffers retention
as well as the invoice. This should be done
bearing in mind the tax implication at
each stage of payment as a retention on
invoice guarantees an advance Vat tax
payment while the one on the certificate
differs the tax to a much later date.
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By CPA Ng’eno Shadrack Kipkoech

THE ROLE OF

COMMERCIAL BANKS

IN DERIVATIVES MARKETS

T

he global financial turmoil
of 2008 led to the fall of
financial institutions, thus,
there is an increased focus on
risk management practices
in
financial
institutions
globally.
Commercial banks and other financial
institutions are intermediaries with much
levered balance sheets making them
more prone to both the interest rate and
currency risks. Consequently, the banks
need valuable ways to deal with these
exposures. According to Brewer & Moser,
(2001) banks take part in derivative
markets mainly for the reason that their
conventional functions of lending and
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borrowing make them exposed
to financial risks thus helping them
in hedging or reducing risk to attain
satisfactory performance.
The Bank international settlement
statistics (2013) on over the counter
derivatives markets indicated that the
estimated amounts outstanding totaled
$693 trillion as at June 2013 in Europe.
In the recently industrialized countries
which comprise China, Malaysia, India,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and
South Korea, the expansion of derivative
markets has been motivated by very
strong growth in the over the counter
market.

Finance and investment

Notwithstanding the expansion in
global derivative market, the development
of derivatives market in many African
economies remains a challenge. Majority of
the African countries with the exception of
South Africa have no organized exchange
for derivatives. The Financial Stability
Board (FSB) Peer Review of South Africa
disclose that the South African Over the
counter market estimated worth was
R27.7 trillion ($3.3 trillion) as
at June 2012. The bulk (59%)
of these transactions was
estimated to be carried out
in the inter-bank market.
In
Kenya,
there
is
presently
no
structured exchange
for
financial
derivatives. The
foremost barrier
towards
the
development of
the derivative
markets
in
Kenya
has
been
the
regulatory
and
policy
environment.
As at the
end of 2012,
the
records
obtained from
the commercial
banks’ financials
reveals that the total
volume of derivatives
stood at approximately
$1.96 billion (Kshs.
168.8 billion). This data
reveals lower amount of
over the counter derivatives in
comparison with South Africa’s $
3.3 trillion (FSB, 2012).
In 2002, the NSE sought to build up the
institutional arrangement by undertaking
senior management and board study
tours to gain exposure on the operations
and regulation of financial products such
as futures and options. Moreover, the
CMA planned that a futures and options
market would be established once the
establishment of an electronic depository
trading and settlement was concluded.
The CMA sought to expand the market
horizon by carrying out a study on the
feasibility of setting up a futures and
options market section (CMA Annual
Report, 2002). Whereas the Automated

Trading System (ATS) was established in
2006, it was anticipated that the derivatives
segment would take off sooner. To date,
the derivatives exchange is yet to be fully
operational.
Despite the absence of a derivatives
exchange in Kenya, most derivatives
are traded over the counter with the
commercial banks playing a lead role. The
most utilized derivatives instruments in
Kenya are the forwards and swaps. Most
Kenyan corporations use forward contracts
to mitigate risk that may arise while
importing or exporting goods by using
swaps in making the necessary measures to
swap currency resources over the stipulated
time period. The capacity of commercial
banks to facilitate derivative trading is
premised on the following factors.

1. Size of bank

The size of the bank is often examined
based on the value of assets. According to
most scholars, bigger banks have a higher
likelihood of using derivatives than smaller
banks for a number of reasons;
Firstly, derivatives are very intricate tools
and need cautious administering and
scrutiny. Most large banks are in a position
to administer the derivative contracts as
opposed to small banks.
Secondly, banks that are large in size
have adequate resources to which they can
deploy unlike banks that are small in size
which may have insufficient resources to
which they can utilize towards the use of
these instruments.
Thirdly, large banks have the capacity to
engage in derivative trading in large volumes.
Consequently, large banks find themselves
enjoying economies of scale as transaction
fees involved in trading derivatives decrease
with increased derivatives transactions.
Finally, banks that are large in size are
more vulnerable to market risk for the
reason that their sources of borrowing do
have differences. The major reason for this is
that banks that are big in size do have quite
a number of foreign exchange transactions
and trading positions.

2. Type of bank

As observed from the countries that
have a well developed derivatives market,
particularly in Europe, banks having a
bigger component of global activities are
more likely to encounter and administer
their currency exposure. As a result they are
more likely to engage in derivative trading
not just to hedge against financial risks
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but also to diversify its portfolio which
ultimately enables them to maximize
their returns.
El-Masry (2006) in his research on
the UK derivatives markets, observed
that public corporations had a higher
possibility of utilizing derivatives
than the private firms. Additionally,
it was observed that there was more
derivative usage among international
companies. Due to the level of their
operations, the use of derivatives among
banks with wider scale of international
transactions are more likely to engage in
more derivative contracts as opposed to
those with small scale of international
transactions.

3. Liquidity

Liquidity is one of the most significant
characteristics of a well functioning
financial market. Lack of adequate
liquidity in the recently established
markets leads to relatively high cost of
hedging and hinders the development
of contracts. The role of liquidity is in
making arbitrage cheap and convenient.
In a comprehensive assessment of the
derivative markets, most experts in
financial management have found
a positive association between the
liquidity and the operations in the
financial markets, it thus goes without
saying that as the country gears towards
structured derivative trade, banks by
the virtue of their intermediary role
should have adequate liquidity levels.

According to Brewer
& Moser, (2001)
banks take part in
derivative markets
mainly for the reason
that their conventional
functions of lending
and borrowing make
them exposed to
financial risks thus
helping them in hedging
or reducing risk to
attain satisfactory
performance.

4. Volatility and
derivatives

According to most scholars, volatility
is without a doubt the most vital
variable in finance. It has come into
view transversely across a continuum
of functions in addition to theories
in asset pricing, risk management,
derivatives, portfolio theory, business
finance, investment valuation and
econometrics. Previous investigations
have been apt to realize a positive
association between the volatility and the
financial markets activities.
Volatility can be looked at in two
perspectives; exchange rate volatility and
interest rate volatility. Exchange rate
volatility usually arises out of fluctuations
in exchange rates while interest rates
volatility often arises from fluctuations
in interest rates. It therefore occurs that
most OTC derivative trading often takes
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place when there is a high exchange and
interest rate volatility.

5. Regulations

For the commercial banks to engage in
business activities efficiently, they need
to be financially sound as manifested
through adequate capital. For this reason,
the Central Bank of Kenya regulates
the minimum amount of capital that
commercial banks have. This is usually
measured using the core capital to total
risk weighted assets ratio often disclosed

in the off balance sheet items.
Another major regulator is the
Capital Markets Authority (CMA).
Already the CMA has come up
with a regulatory framework that
will guide the operations within a
structured derivative market.

Conclusion

Derivative trading is vital towards a
vibrant financial market. A proper
functioning financial market helps
in economic growth as financial
instruments are assembled and
traded. The following things should
therefore be considered as the
country gears towards development
of a structured derivative exchange;
First, being an intermediary,
banks need a structured derivative
exchange. For this reason, its
formation should be hastened. By
doing so, banks can help other
firms to assess derivative contracts
to lower their borrowing costs and
offset the decline in profit margins
during the period of interest and
exchange rate volatility. This will
not only help firms borrow during
the period of high interest rate
volatility, but will also help banks to
properly diversify their portfolios
hence maximizing returns.
Secondly, as the Capital
Markets Authority gears towards
establishing a derivative exchange
in Kenya, it should ensure that
all commercial banks irrespective
of size have equal chance of
participating in the derivatives
market as this will help them
diversify their portfolios so they
can easily compete with large size
banks.
Thirdly, Banks should create
a cash reserve that is specific
for derivatives by setting aside a
proportion of its net profit, so that
when there is inadequate liquidity or
signs of liquidity challenges, it can still be
able to engage in derivative trading.
Finally, the Central Bank of Kenya and
CMA should ensure that the regulatory
and policy environment must be well
maintained and reviewed periodically,
to ensure banks have a good framework
through which they can operate in
derivative trading.
shadrackngeno9@gmail.com
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By Zipporah Nyachwaya

DIVERSITY

Strong Pillar To performance

D

iversity in the workplace
means recognizing and
valuing the differences that
make each person unique.
The concept goes beyond
including employees of various racial and
ethnic backgrounds. It means recognizing
the characteristics that make a person
unique, such as age, ethnicity, educational
level and family background among others.
Diversity is different from equal
employment opportunities and affirmative
action. Equal opportunities ensure that
employment decisions such as hiring,
promotion, pay etc are made without
regard to legally protected attributes such
as an employee’s race, colour, religion,
sex or national origin. Affirmative
action programmes seek to remedy past
discriminations by taking proactive steps
based on race or gender and prevent
current or future discriminations. However
both focus on legally protected attributes
where diversity and inclusion broaden the
scope beyond legally protected attributes
to include a much larger and wide ranging
pool of individual differences.
Corporations place more emphasis on
affirmative action and equal employment
opportunity programmes just to comply
with national legal policy requirements.
Meeting legal requirements has opened
doors for minority, gender, disabled and
regional balancing dimensions. This
happens when organizations accept
employees from different backgrounds
and perspectives just to avoid legal
consequences and do not practice diversity
and inclusion.
Giving people equal opportunities
to be employed in an organization is
not enough; the treatment they receive
is crucial to employees themselves and
the benefits spill over to the performance
of the corporation. This is where the
concept of diversity comes in to ensure
that an organization works with a diverse

workforce. The concept also lays emphasis
on acceptance and respect. It means that
each individual is unique and recognizes
individual differences. This can be along
the dimensions of race, ethnicity, gender,
sexual orientation, social economic
status, age, physical abilities, religious
belief, political belief or other ideologies.
It is about understanding each other
and moving beyond simple tolerance
and celebrating the rich dimensions of
diversity contained within each individual.
Inclusion of diverse individuals fosters
a rich exchange of new ideas among
employees and helps organizations
leverage the unique character of their
workforce.
Understanding diversity
includes
not only ways of being but also ways
of knowing, and recognizing that
personal, cultural and institutionalized
discrimination creates and sustains
privileges for some while creating and
sustaining disadvantages for others.
For a wider composition of the
workforce to function effectively as
an
organization, human
resource
professionals need to deal effectively with
issues such as communication, adaptability
and change. Furthermore emphasis s
should be on perceptions ranging from
how employees perceive others. Those
perceptions affect interactions among
the workforce in organizations hence the
genesis of differences among employees
like discrimination, employees bonding
more with co-workers of similar races
and ethnicities than with those who are
different to some degree.
Diversity management is process
intended to create and maintain a positive
work environment where the similarities
and differences of individuals are valued
so that all can reach their potential
and maximize their contribution to
an organization’s strategic goals and
objective. The concept also lays emphasis
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on developing the hired employees
by training them so they acquire more
skills
and become more productive.
Apart from development dimensions
retaining them is crucial to ensure that a
diverse workforce not only grants equal
employment opportunities but also gives
employees an opportunity of serving for
longer in the organization. This can be
achieved by accepting and respecting a
diverse work force without discrimination
of any employee in the organization.

Existing policies, practices and procedures
should ensure that they do not differently
impact different groups If that happens,
they should be revised.
Successful management of diversity
can lead to more committed, better
satisfied, better performing employees and
potentially better financial performance
for an organization. Diversity can be
managed well through proper exploration
of a diverse workforce.

How to manage diversity
•
•
•
•
•

Have an honest relationship with each
staff member you supervise
Be comfortable with each member of
staff
Establish how your staff would like to
be recognized
Have the courage of giving negative
feedback to someone who is 		
culturally different from you
Encourage diverse screening
committee in an organization

Corporations place more emphasis on affirmative
action and equal employment opportunity
programmes just to comply with national legal policy
requirements. Successful management of diversity
can lead to more committed, better satisfied,
better performing employees and potentially better
financial performance for an organization.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

Ensure that all company policies are
from hiring to promotion and 		
raises are based on employee 		
performance.
Ensure that a diverse pool of candidates
are attracted
When a new employee is hired apart
from explaining job responsility and 		
expectations clearly, the employee
should also be oriented to the entire 		
organization and departmental 		
cultures. Regular examination 		
of organization policies, practices 		
and procedures must also be 		
spelt out to ensure that they do not 		
impact different groups.
Immediate action should  be taken
with people in the organization 		
who show disrespect for others in the
in workplace
The executive should have a good
understanding of institutional isms
such as racism and sexism and how
they manifest themselves in the 		
workplace.
There should be some willingness
to challenge and change institutional
practices that present barrier to

•

different groups.
Encourage diversity when creating
teams and special work groups within
the company.

Conclusion

Workplace
diversity
can
provide
tremendous benefits in terms of improved
morale,
outside-the-box
thinking,
greater teamwork and an atmosphere
of mutual understanding and respect.
Lack of diversity in a workplace can
result in unhealthy tensions and loss of
productivity because of increased conflict,
complaints and legal actions, inability to
attract and retain talented employees of
all kinds which result in lost investment in
recruitment and training.
The biggest driver for higher level
diversity strategy is the need to tap the
creative, cultural and communicative
skills of variety of employees and to use
those skills to improve company policies,
products and customer experiences.
Diversity executives cite the importance
of having an open mind because the job
requires them to come out of their comfort
zone and experience things that that they

may not be familiar with.
Managing diversity focuses on
maximizing the ability of all employees
to contribute to organizational goals.
Affirmative action focuses on specific
groups because of historical discrimination,
such as people of colour and women.
Affirmative action emphasizes legal
necessity and social responsibility. In a
nut shell, while managing diversity is
also concerned with under-representation
of women and people of colour in the
workplace, it is much more inclusive and
acknowledges that diversity must work
for everyone.
Ignoring diversity issues costs time,
money and efficiency. Some of the
consequences can include unhealthy
tensions, loss of productivity because
of increased conflict, inability to attract
and retain talented people of all kinds,
complaints and legal actions and inability
to retain valuable employees. This can
result in lost investments in recruitment
and training.
zipporah.nyachwaya@ndegechaisacco.com
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Blue Ocean Strategy authors:
Renée Mauborgne, W. Chan Kim

By Anne Njagi

SMEs Must
Endeavour to Swim
in the ‘Blue Ocean’

S

mall and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) are bombarded with
daily competition in today’s
world. This is despite the fact
that SMEs are vehicles to
employment and job creation and contribute
heavily to the economy of a country.
Needless to say, SMEs play a critical role
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in nation building, nation advancement,
and a nation’s innovativeness. Development
in Africa and in particular the Sub-Sahara
cannot happen without them; socioeconomic paradigm shifts cannot happen
without them; and poverty cannot be
reduced without them.
They are what
produces a country’s middle class.

SMEs must therefore endeavour to
swim in the ‘Blue Ocean’ in order to survive
the cut-throat competition particularly
from the giants. It cannot be business as
usual anymore and therefore challenging
the ‘status quo’ including the traditional
marketing space is non-negotiable for the
SMEs.

WORK PLACE

What is Blue Ocean Strategy?

Blue Ocean Strategy refers to the creation
by a company of a new, uncontested market
space that makes competitors irrelevant
and that creates new consumer value
often while decreasing costs. W. Chan
Kim and Renée Mauborgne developed
the Blue Ocean Strategy after conducting
research and observing companies
engaged in stiff competition in search
of sustained profitable growth. Today it
is clear that over-crowded industries are
competing seriously resulting in rivalry
over a shrinking profit pool in a bloody red
ocean. Cut-throat competition is known
to be destructive with prices that do not
constantly meet the cost of production.
Therefore, lasting success can only be
achieved not from battling competitors
but from creating blue oceans where there
is untapped new market spaces ready for
growth.
I recently listened to a Professor
from one of the local universities
give a presentation on what makes
Entrepreneurs Entrepreneurial.
He
started by asserting that launching a new
enterprise—whether a small business, or
an initiative within a large corporation has
always been a challenge. That according
to the decades-old formula, a Business
Plan is written, pitched to investors, a
team assembled, a product introduced,
and selling begins and not just selling but
selling as hard as possible. Unfortunately,
somewhere within this sequence of events,
it is inevitable to suffer a fatal set-back.
The Professor further stated that the odds
are with a majority of people as evidenced
by a new research by Harvard Business
School’s Shikhar Ghosh showing that
75% of all Start-Ups fail before their
second birthday.
The question he posed to the plenary
was ‘Why do so many businesses fail even
though they have highly competent people
with great business plans and minds’?
He went on further to remind us of
Michael Porter the founder of the modern
strategy field and one of the world’s most
influential thinkers on management
and competitiveness. That according to
Porter (2008) businesses must be in the
right industry. Five competitive forces i.e.
competition in the industry; potential of
new entrants into the industry; power of
suppliers; power of customers; and threat
of substitute products are mentioned
by Porter to have significant impact to
the business world. That these forces
are the most important part of strategy

Blue Ocean Strategy
refers to the creation
by a company of a
new, uncontested
market space that
makes competitors
irrelevant and
that creates
new consumer
value often while
decreasing costs.

formulation to establish a profitable
business. The most interesting point was
the fact that entrepreneurs can
actually control the future.
In today’s highly competitive
business environment, Porter
believes that the top strategic
priority is coping with the
substitute product. It is similar
to the concept of “Blue Ocean”
that is mentioned in the book
- “Blue Ocean Strategy”. The
author Kim and Mauborgne
highlight that there is no company
in the world that can be successful
forever but it is possible to have
temporary success.
The existing market with
severe competition and market
share competitors is known as the
Red Ocean. In the Red Oceans,
industry boundaries are defined and
accepted, and the competitive rules
of the game are known. Therefore,
the authors suggest business entities
including SMEs should create a new
market, the so called Blue Ocean,
where competition and the negative
consequences become irrelevant for
an enterprise.
Kim and Mauborgne believe
that value innovation is the result
of combining the value creation and
innovation. Value innovation forms

the basis for a Blue Ocean. Instead of
focusing on ‘beating’ the competition,
firms focus on making the competition
irrelevant by creating a leap in value for
buyers and the company, thereby opening
up new and uncontested market space.
This approach allows enterprises to
achieve both differentiation and low cost.
Value innovation is a new way of thinking
about and executing strategy that results
in the creation of a blue ocean and a break
from the competition.
In my opinion, Blue Ocean Strategy
is not just about being first to market
and innovate. Rather it is about being
first to get it right first time and
by linking innovation to value and
appreciating what pain you want to
address. Notwithstanding that business
environment in which most businesses
operate in is either changing, evolving or
disappearing because of technology. This
then brings the big question on how an
organization can position its brand for
visibility, growth and competitiveness.
Food for thought.
anne.njagi@icpak.com
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By Victor S. Mutindah

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
Preamble

To most people Artificial Intelligence
(AI) is still an alien and remote
concept only available in sci-fi movies.
Unknown to most of us, AI is already
upon us and in practice in most areas of
our lives. Use of AI by businesses and
governments has been documented in
the recent past. AI has been deployed
in a number of areas including finance
– like to analyze borrower behavior and
predict probability of credit default,
security (image recognition) to fight
crime and identify counterfeit products
or solve crimes, agriculture, marketing,
transport and logistics (think selfdriving cars), among other areas.
Among some of the benefits, AI
has helped in fraud investigations and
managing fraud risk, reduce errors
through automating routine practices
and even lead to better customer
experience. Evidently, the benefits of
deploying AI can be enormous and far
reaching.
The terms Artificial intelligence,
machine learning, and deep learning
have often been used interchangeably,
although clear differences exist between
them. Rob Shaddock, Chief Technology
Officer for TE Connectivity describes
AI thus: “It’s about having a machine
that can reach conclusions in a similar
way to a human. That is, it can take
examples and learn from them to
improve the accuracy of its future
conclusions. A good example of that
is learning what a dog looks like from
photographs of Labradors, poodles, and
pit bulls and then later, when shown a
picture of a Chihuahua, being able to
identify that as being another breed
of dog. The machine can reach a new,
accurate, conclusion based on what it
has learned in the past.”(www.fi.edu/
Nancy Gupton)
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What is
in it for
internal
auditors?

Respondents
to the World
Economic
Forum’s (WEF’s)
2017 Global
Risks Perception
Survey rated AI
highest in potential
negative consequences
among 12 emerging
technologies. Specifically,
AI ranked highest
among technologies in
economic, geopolitical, and
technological risk, and ranked
third in societal risk, according
to the WEF’s Global Risks
Report 2017 (Tim McCollum,
2017). WEF also listed cyberattacks and data fraud or theft
among top five global risks 2018 in
terms of likelihood.
Needless to say, anything that
touches on control, risk and governance
should naturally attract interest of
internal audit. Potential negative
consequences exist with AI and internal
auditors, being well versed with risk
identification and risk mitigation, are well
placed to help organizations identify and
deal with these risks.
Common risks associated with new
technologies will undoubtedly also be
associated with AI. Internal auditors will
therefore need to step up and help their
organizations identify and manage these
risks.
Some of the specific risks attributable to
AI include:
a) Machines could become too intelligent/
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smart such as to get out of control.
b) Privacy risks: armed with personal data,
machines will now be able to understand many
things about people and there is no telling
what they can do with that information.
c) Risk of cyber-attacks
d) Risks related to unreliable machine outputs:
for all their “intelligence”, algorithms lack
common sense and can misinterpret outputs
and it is upon the internal auditors to ensure
that these risks have been well mitigated.
e) There is also the knowledge gap between
developers of the applications and the users.
f ) Governance and regulation of AI is also a
concern: AI machines can take on a life of their
own and because they are not natural persons,
it will be difficult to hold them to account.
Auditors should help their organizations
assess controls around AI algorithms to make
sure that intelligent machines are operating
as expected. Internal audit can provide value
to organizations by applying its skills toward
understanding the organization’s objectives
with AI and ensuring that risks are being
addressed.
According to Jim Pelletier (2017), the
following are the seven critical areas that
internal audit needs to prepare for in readiness
for AI:
AI governance — Establish accountability
and oversight. What policies and procedures
need to be established to ensure appropriate
governance?
Do
existing
governance
frameworks work? Who is accountable and do
they have the necessary skills and expertise to
effectively monitor AI? How do organizations
make sure their values and ethics are reflected?
Data quality — it is rare for an organization
to have a well-defined, coherent structure to
their data. More often, it rests in systems that
don’t communicate with each other. How this
data is brought together is critical. Auditors
need to consider completeness, accuracy, and
reliability.
Human factor — AI relies on complex
algorithms produced by humans. How do
natural human biases factor into AI design?
How can AI effectively be tested to ensure
the results reflect the original objective? How
are privacy and security ensured? Is adequate
transparency possible given the complexity?
Measuring performance — AI is
developed to achieve certain objectives.
Given the potential complexity, how does an
organization know the objectives are being
achieved in the best way possible? How are
performance metrics established and how does
one effectively compare results to alternatives?
Re-emphasize cyber-security — imagine
a situation where your AI has been hacked

and is now doing the bidding of some outside
malevolent force. Consider the four R’s of cyber
resilience: resist, react, recover, re-evaluate.
Filling the understanding gap — the
potential impact associated with AI-related
risks will be huge and on the top of the list
for boards to consider. How can internal audit
help to make sure boards and audit committees
are prepared to discuss these risks and make
good decisions based on the right information?
On top of that, how do you begin to improve
your audit function’s skills, recognizing that
new skills may be required?
Ethical issues with AI — most importantly,
AI causes us to refocus on ethics. With data
privacy and the ethical use of personal data
already a big concern, AI will only complicate
things further.

Benefit of AI to the audit
profession:

As the world adopts AI to simplify business
processes, internal audit should not be left
behind. AI can help improve the quality of
audit work and decision making by making
data extraction more targeted – hence faster
and with fewer mistakes. This will then improve
decision making and eventually improve the
value add by internal audit to the business.
Using data mining, AI can understand
and extrapolate data and information and
can help reduce the chances of fraud, improve
audit reactions to potential business changes,
and ensure that risks are managed in a more
timely and proactive fashion. Auditors can
also use AI for scenario analysis to model
“what-if ” situations and demonstrate effects to
management. Data mining can be used by one
part of the organization to influence business
direction for profit. Similarly, internal auditors
can use the same tools and techniques to
reduce risks and increase audit benefits.
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OPINION
By J H Kimura, Ph D.

KENYA

THE NEW CROSSROADS
“There is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken
at the flood, leads on to fortune…”,Brutus in “
Julius Caesar” by William Shakespeare

T

he quotation above relates to a
statement made by one Brutus,
a protagonist in Shakespeare’s
play “Julius Caesar” about the
imminent break-up and civil
war in Rome during the reign of Julius
Caesar. That play was my entry into
the world of literature as a high school
student and through it, I was hooked for
life.
For those denied by our current
education system about the joys of
literature, the play was about the
shenanigans going on in Rome led by
a group that was opposed to the reign
of Julius Caesar who was seen by some
of the senators as being a dictator. A
rebellion, led by a crafty senator known
as Cassius, was organized through which
Caesar was assassinated and power taken
over by this group. He had managed to
conscript through persuasion one of the
most powerful senators named Brutus
who used to be a Caesar supporter.
After the assassination, the country went
into war with Cassius and Brutus taking
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leadership. But, out of the woods came
one of Caesar’s stalwart generals called
Mark Antony who became the force
against the new tyranny. The rest of the
story is available to the modern reader
through google and youtube and those
interested can read it or watch it.

Relevance to Kenya

It seems to the avid watcher of current
events that our motherland is in a pretty
similar situation as that prevailing in
Rome those many years ago although
comparison with the mighty Roman
Empire is far-fetched. But, it is the lesson
that matters not the size of the cake.
My take is that Kenya has been an “enfant
terrible” right from the time it was created
by Britain in 1895. It was tough one to
assemble and the Brits realized that
the lines drawn to create its boundaries
was a veritable nightmare thanks to the
mishmash of the natives living inside
those borders. In trying to contain and
unify them, they made many terrible
blunders which our able historians

have been unable to tell us about. We
consequently developed like a body with
42 organs each of which was unwilling to
talk to the other parts believing it was the
most important.
When finally Britain gave us up in
1963, it was with a sigh of relief as it were.
They actually gladly gave it back to us
and have been watching gleefully from
Whitehall to see what kind of nation we
will be able to craft; for them, it was like
giving for adoption a child with many
disabilities and dysfunctionalities.
Fast forward to the late 1990s. A few
concerned Kenyan academics and
professionals crafted a book titled “Kenya
at Crossroads”. It is still available for
those who are still literate enough to read
it. It was based on four scenarios of what
might happen to the country in future.
One of those scenarios is what we are
currently going through.

Post New Constitution Crises

It is no secret that the 2010 Constitution
came with many opportunities but also
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numerous challenges. It is not my forte
to talk about these as there are many
able souls who have been doing so with
considerable agility. I will focus my
attention on a subject I am least qualified
to talk about as it is populated by many
brilliant minds and, alas, an alarmingly
high number of scoundrels and scallywags
as well. This is our legal fraternity.
Anyone who watched the proceedings
of the presentations of elections
petition must have been amazed at the
legal battalions set up to defend the
protagonists in the petitions dressed in
their assorted black robes and white wigs.
The seven-member bench was equally
resplendent in their black robes and red/
white sashes and the way they dramatized
their entrances and their exits. Absolutely
fascinating.
But one thing that perhaps escaped
the attention of the casual observer is
that they were ALL members of the
same profession: Law. Some stood for
the accused, others for the petitioners,
others were called “amicus curiae”, friends
of the court, and of course there was the
Bench itself led by the Chief Justice. All
of them “learned friends” talking the same
language some of them being pupils of
others who were their teachers or masters.
In fact, all the judges have law degrees
from the University of Nairobi. A really
strange modern convocation talking, at
times, about a subject many were not
comfortable with – electronic electoral
data transmission. A truly weighty matter.
The Supreme Court’s Judgement
The verdict by the Supreme Court was the
most interesting part of this melodrama.
Four were for it, two were against it, while
one was, mercifully for him, unwell and so
unable to make a judgement. Curiously,
he was the only apparent Muslim in the
group and since judgment day was on the
day of Eid ul-Adha, a holy day in that
religion, he was recused by fate. But no
matter.
Kenyans and the world are still trying
to come to terms with the ramifications of
the verdict the centerpiece of was whether
the election of the president reflected “the
will of the people”, etc. As a student
of philosophy, I find that statement an
exercise in futility for two reasons. One,
it has been proven mathematically that
it is not possible to aggregate individual
preferences in order to produce a national
consensus (Kenneth Arrow). In our case,

it is a patent absurdity because of our
cultural diversity. Given that situation,
the only rule to resolve the problem is a
compromise: the democratic principle of

My own view
is radical:
Democracy and
its attendant
institutions and
fallibilities have
outlived their
usefulness in
a world where
technology
can even
make better
judgements
than human
beings – a
computer
recently beat
Gary Kasparov
in chess.

majority – the 50% +1 rule.
Two, logically, for that rule to apply, every
single vote matters in its absolute purity,
i.e., it must reflect the voter’s choice. No
more, no less. Assuming that every voter
made their choices voluntarily, the job

was really for the IEBC to do a simple
arithmetical addition. This does not
even require a calculator leave alone a
computer. The sting in the tail is, in my
view, quite simple: the individual voter
must have a right to find out, if necessary,
the fate of his/her vote in the final tally.
Technically, this is an elementary process:
just let me trace the route my vote took
from the polling booth to the final tally.
If I cannot find it and I know that I voted
then, ipso facto, the whole process is
flawed. If you don’t believe it, just ask a
German philosopher called Karl Popper
on the principle of falsifiability.
The verdict by the learned judges was
therefore logically consistent the numbers
notwithstanding. All they needed was one
unaccounted for vote to nullify the whole
process. And therein lies the fallacy of
democracy and its midwife, the electoral
process. And it is simply this: If you are
dealing with a fundamentally flawed
product (democracy), does it matter how
you go about proving it right or wrong?
The dissenting judges therefore had a
point: just because you found that there
was one goose that was NOT white, do
you condemn the entire kingdom of the
geese? And worse, who will bear the cost
and the consequences of that decision?
My own view is radical: Democracy and
its attendant institutions and fallibilities
have outlived their usefulness in a world
where technology can even make better
judgements than human beings – a
computer recently beat Gary Kasparov
in chess. If we can take a man to the
moon and back and even discover a new
galaxy called Sombrero that is 28 million
light-years away, surely we can reinvent
democracy which was created by Greeks
and refined by Romans just 3,000 years
ago.
As a passing point, the Supreme Court
was ably advised about their new role by
one of their truly learned friends, Fred
Ojiambo, on 14th November 2016 when
the new court was being inaugurated.
They were forewarned and therefore
forearmed.
Finally, maybe, Kenya can show the
way out of the democratic mess just like
Mark Anthony did when he trounced the
assassins of Julius Caesar. Big question
is: Does our legal fraternity have the
capacity or the will to do it given their
past reputation as professionals? Only
time will tell.
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By Carol Ngura

CARING FOR
OUR ELDERLY
Very few remember they need
our love
Nduku gazes at the sunset
remembering her sunrise years when
she was energetic enough to chase her
career goals, be a good wife to her late
husband and raise their two boys and
three girls into responsible citizens.
She just cannot understand how she
hacked all that yet now even bathing
herself feels like an uphill battle. She
is blessed to have lived long enough
to see her boys grow into responsible
family men and her girls take after her
and achieve great milestones in their
careers and family lives.
Nduku is among the few elderly
persons enjoying the care and support
of their children. With civilization
and the increasingly fast paced
working environments, very few of
us remember that we have parents or
guardians who in their old age need
our care and love. We just live, work
hard to climb the career ladders, bring
up our kids and visit our parents/
guardians occasionally. We forget to
plan and prepare for when we will
be incapable of taking care of them.
Taking care of them is not easy, it is
equally fulfilling as it is taxing. The
emotional, physical and financial
demands of taking care of them on
a continual basis is straining and
can affect our job performance and
strain our other relationships. Despite
all of that, it is our unavoidable
responsibility and duty to take care of
them. We therefore need to find ways
of making the seemingly difficult
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process much easier both on them
and on us as caregivers.
Some of the things we can do
before and after they are elderly to
make the process easier include:
• Talk it over with them early
enough
Before they become incapable
of taking care of themselves, it is
important to consciously create a
conducive environment and have
a discussion with them about the
future openly and affectionately. It is
important that that we find out what
their feelings and expectations are
on being taken care of when they are
not self-sufficient. We need to allow
them to open-up and share how they
would wish to be treated, where and
with whom they would wish to stay.
All this will help us get prepared and
confidently take up the responsibilities
in future. It is only through talking,
that we will get to understand their
expectations and know how best to
manage them.
• Consolidate Medical data/supplies
Most elderly people are prone to
diseases like diabetes, high blood
pressure among others and are
therefore often on medication.
Together with them, create a file with
their medical history including past
test results, medications and allergies.
This makes future visits to medical
centers more manageable and saves
on costs of repeat tests. It is advisable
to organize medications into clearly
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marked containers so that it is easy
to tell what and when each needs to
be taken.
• Estate planning
While it may be difficult to start
up topics of incapability or old age,
it is wise to discuss and agree as a
family who will take care of your
loved ones as they age. This helps
eliminate unnecessary confusion
and disagreements in future.
It is important to establish
necessary legal documentation
beforehand just in case they can
no longer control their finances.
Documents you may need include a
durable power of attorney, healthcare
power of attorney, living will and
trust in case of any eventuality. Also
ensure they share details on where
such documentation is and how to
access it.
• Evaluate available financial
options
It is financially straining to take care
of an elderly person and an honest
review of the family’s financial
situation and capabilities is needed
to decide on where the elderly loved
one will live when they are incapable
of taking care of themselves. It is
recommended that if financially
capable, you should enlist the
services of a geriatric psychiatrist
to conduct a geriatric assessment
(a comprehensive assessment of an
individuals’ mental, physical and
emotional well-being) to determine
which environment suits them best.
You may be very willing to have
them live with you in your home
but you may need to reexamine if
you have the resources they need to
remain well and comfortable.
• Modify the house to comfortably
accommodate them
First and foremost, we need to
asses and eliminate risks such as
loose rugs, clutter furniture that
may result in falls. To prevent slips,
we may need to install grab bars,
non- skid strips/pads in bathrooms.
Also ensure corridors, stairs and
bathrooms are well lit. In addition,
it is important to provide our elderly
loved ones with an easily accessible
telephone probably in their room

for ease of communication when
we are not with them. Better still,
a basic mobile phone that is not
difficult to use.
• Seek support
Taking care of an elderly person
is draining emotionally and it is
important to seek out advice from
professionals in the nearby elderly
homes and people we know in
similar situations.
We need to appreciate that
we cannot do it all alone and feel
free to call on family and friends
to help with various tasks when
overwhelmed. It is okay to hire
someone to help with caring for
them especially if they are still living
at their house.
• Stay healthy
Even as we take care for them,
we need to remember we cannot
compassionately take care of them
if we are not well. Eating right and
getting enough sleep is vital if we
are to remain active.
As they age, a lot may happen to
them like weakening of their senses
including vision, hearing and touch
or losing their bodily functions and
memory. This may be frustrating to
us, but we need to be very sensitive
and discreet about their troubles
putting in mind that it is equally
or even more frustrating for them.
Therefore, our role is to encourage
them and show them love. It is also
very important not to overlook their
emotional, social and psychological
needs. Let us pep them, let us listen
to them, let us love them and give
them attention…. All these will
make them feel appreciated as they
age gracefully.
They have loved and cared for
us all these years, now that it is our
turn; let us do a good job! After all,
it is only for a time, they will not
stay with us forever.
Taking care of those who once
cared for us is one of the highest
honors. And while at it, let us learn
one or two things…. As Andy
Rooney said, ‘The best classroom in
the world is at the feet of an elderly
person’.
carolngura@gmail.com
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By Joseph Nyanchama

BECOMING A PROGRESS
DRIVEN LEADER

H

enry David Thoreau said,
“I have learned this: If one
advances confidently in the
direction of his dreams and
endeavors to live the life
which he has imagined, he will meet with
success unexpected in common hours.”
When I discern this quote, I note that it
has three verbs- advances, endeavors and
meet. First, you advance, which means
you progress. On further search, I have
found out the word progress comes from
the Latin word progredi, which means “to
step forward.”You do not need to jump off
a cliff; you simply need to take one step
at a time. If you do this and move in the
direction of your vision which you have
envisioned, you will achieve your goals
unknowingly.
Consistent progress through step by
step in this day and age is an indispensable
life skill for every leader. Leo Tolstoy
in his eleventh book, writes about an
ancient sophism consisting of Achilles
that could never catch up with a tortoise
he was pursuing in spite the fact that he
was running at ten times as fast as the
tortoise. By the time the Achilles had
covered the distance that separated him
from the tortoise, the tortoise had covered
one tenth of that distance ahead of him.
When Achilles had covered that tenth,
the tortoise had covered another one
hundredth and so on forever.
The reasoning behind the Achilles
inability to overtake the tortoise is
deduced from the fact that motion was
arbitrarily divided into discontinuous
elements, whereas the motion of both the
Achilles and the tortoise was continuous.
The lesson here is progress slowly if you
must but make sure you do not stop.
Most of the leadership in the
developing world has been waiting in
futility for a change for the better for
centuries without any result. I believe it is
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Most of the
leadership in the
developing world
has been waiting in
futility for a change
for the better for
centuries without
any result. I believe
it is because most
of them have not
mastered the art of a
progressive society.
because most of them have not mastered
the art of a progressive society. The biblical
story of the ant (prov. 6:6-9) is a graphical
illustration of the situation of leaders in
the developing world today. Ants have no
overseer or ruler, yet they are able to secure
their future. Try to observe the movement
of an ant, when it meets an obstacle, it
never stops and can go under it or over it
and the progress continues.
During the 28th ICPAK annual
seminar, which I attended, one presenter
caught my great attention. His presentation
was entitled, “Kenya vision 2030 flagship
projects: are we on track?” He started his
presentation by showing how valley road
area in Nairobi and Nairobi River looked
like at independence and how the two
areas looked at present. He went further
to state that the two countries of Malaysia
and Kenya had many things in common.
Malaysia vision 2020 is comparable to

Kenya’s vision 2030 and at independence
Malaysia’s GDP was at par with Kenya’s
GDP. The two nations had also similar
ethnic relations challenges.
Arising from his presentation, I went
out to find how Malaysia was managing
their vision 2020 and how it managed to
progress faster than Kenya. I noted that
Malaysia had a clear progress path and
its vision 2020 under the stewardship
of Dr. Mahathir Mohamed caught the
imagination and excitement of the whole
nation. His pragmatic approach to leading
a multi-ethnic nation brought peace,
stability, progress and prosperity.
I was struck when I read that any meeting
that Dr. Mohamed chaired, whether
cabinet or not, every participant had to
carry with him or her a raw egg at all
times. Those who thought it was ridiculous
to carry an egg with them and decided
to leave it behind had to go back for it.
It was at the end of the meeting that the
participants were told the significance of
carrying the egg. Dr. Mahathir would tell
them that living in a multi ethnic society
is like carrying an egg, “if we don’t handle
it well, it will crack and it won’t be easy
putting it back”.
Dr. Mahanthir believed that for
Malaysia to achieve progress, he needed
to build a cohesive and coherent nation
which was physically united and not easily
destabilized by divisive forces such as
ethnic, tribal, language, religion, class or
regional differences. He understood that
acquisition of both attributes of cohesion
and coherence was important for progress
because cohesion without coherence
would be like a body without a soul.
I further found that in Malaysia, they
had initiated multimedia super corridor
(MSC) equivalent of our Konza city
which occupied a central place in the
government of Malaysia and was the
engine behind her progress. In fact, the
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prime minister said one time that
he could not allow the MSC to fail,
“the deputy prime minister and I
will personally oversee the activities
of the Multimedia development
corporation and will resolve issues
brought to our attention.” This
means he was personally driving the
nation’s progress.
I have used Malaysia as an
example to demonstrate that
progress requires commitment. You
may notice for instance that before
Malaysia started their great journey
of progress, they had to come
together as a nation. One may now
ask how fast we are moving with
vision 2030 or any other project in
your institution as a leader. If not
progressing well enough, please
trace the tracks of Malaysia.
I may ask now, how is progress
in your institution driven? If you
were to look up the word drive in
a dictionary, you would find this
definition, “to guide, control or
direct.” When you drive a car, it
means you guide, control and direct
it down the street or road. When
you drive a nail, you guide, control
and direct it into the wood. When
you drive a golf ball, you hope to
guide, control and direct it down the
fairway.
Every institution is driven
by something; there is a guiding
force, a controlling, assumption,
a directing conviction behind
everything that happens. It may be
unspoken. It may be unknown to
many. Most likely it has never been
officially communicated. But it is
there, influencing every aspect of
the institutions life. So, what is the
driving force behind the progress of
your institution? If your institution
is driven by tradition, you will
hear the favorite phrase, “we have
always done it this way.” The goal
of a tradition driven institution is
simply to perpetuate the past. But
remember the past should be a
point of reference and not a place of
residence.
If your institution is driven by
personality, you will hear, “what
does the leader want?” if the leader
has served the institution for a long
time, he or she is most likely the
driving personality. One obvious

problem with this is that
the institutions agenda
is determined more
by the background,
needs and insecurities
of the leader than by
a genuine progress.
In other words,
the agenda of
the
institution
rotates around a
personality.
John Henry
Fabre placed
caterpillars
in a
circle. For
twentyfour
hours the
caterpillars
dutifully
followed one
another around
and around. Then
he placed the
caterpillars around
a saucer full of pine
needles (their favorite
food) for six days,
the mindless creatures
moved around and around
the saucer, dying from starvation
even though the abundance of
choice of food was located less than
two inches away. They were not
progressing; they had stagnated,
that is why they had to die.
Jean Giraudoux said, ‘Only
the mediocre die always at their
best. Real leaders are always
improving and raising their bar
on how superbly they can perform
and how quickly they can move.”
Leaders should strive to get better
today than yesterday if they have
to overcome the challenges of
yesterday. They need to go beyond
the call of duty in the realm of
personal pride. They need to see the
work they do as their signature and
make excellence a lifestyle.
It does not matter whether you
are a lion or a gazelle, when the sun
rises up, you had better be running.
Remember too that the past is a
point of reference and not a place of
residence!

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
was an Indian activist who was the
leader of the Indian independence
movement against British rule.

nyanchamajoseph@gmail.com
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BEAUTY POWER
What makes
A thing of beauty is a joy
forever… John Keats

Burj Khalifa building, Dubai
(current tallest building in the world)
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you Beautiful?
Compiled by Angela Mutiso

B

eautiful is a potent word. Brigitte
Bardot famously said: I gave my
youth and my beauty to men; I am
going to give my wisdom and my
experience to animals. Fay Weldon
on the other hand said beauty is the first present
nature gives to women and it is the first thing it
takes away. Whereas Joan Collins pointed out
that the problem with beauty is that it’s like
being born rich and dying poorer. Beauty noted
Ambrose Bierce is the power by which a woman
charms a lover and terrifies a husband. Having
inner beauty is something you develop on your
own and I like to think I have that, says Cindy
Margolis.
Christopher Morley beautifully states that
in every man’s heart there is a secret nerve that
answers to the vibrations of beauty. Satchel
Paige … curiously asks… how old would you be
if you did not know how old you are? Beauty
is illustrated in many ways; it has also been
defined as a characteristic of an animal, idea,
object, person or place that provides a perceptual
experience of pleasure or satisfaction… An
“ideal beauty” is an entity which is admired, or
possesses features widely attributed to beauty in
a particular culture, for perfection.
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How Steve Jobs made the
world more beautiful

In their commentary, How Steve Jobs
made the world more beautiful, The
Guardian points out that perhaps the
greatest insight of Steve Jobs, when it came
to design, was that the most beautiful,
marvelous creation on earth is not the
computer, but the person using it. The
Apple aesthetic is profoundly humanist
– and in this sense it has truly made the
world a better place. The exquisite luxury
of the iPad grows out of a tradition of
Apple design that has repeatedly reshaped
modern culture. This is one reason why
Apple products are favoured by those who
work in the arts and humanities – they
look great. The other reason, of course, is
that they are damn easy to use. But it is
the aesthetic originality of Apple that has
reshaped the way we live in the modern
world. They say Soft lines, not sharp
ones, define the Apple aesthetic. Even
its glossiest and sleekest metal-cased
laptops or giant screens have rounded
corners. The Apple logo in itself, at once
natural in its associations and reassuringly
warm when it glows on the cover of your
laptop, is round and curvy. The way light
is used – pale and silvery, it tells you the
laptop is coming alive – communicates a
living, continuous technological presence,
friendly and nurturing.

Why do we love beautiful
things?

Sunday review, explaining why we love
beautiful things says brain scan studies
reveal that the sight of an attractive
product can trigger the part of the motor
cerebellum that governs hand movement.
Instinctively, we reach out for attractive
things; beauty literally moves us. Recently,
German researchers found that just
glancing at shades of green can boost
creativity and motivation. It’s not hard
to guess why: we associate verdant colors
with food-bearing vegetation — hues
that promise nourishment.

Corporations invest heavily to
understand what incentivizes employees,
and it turns out that a little color and
a mural could do the trick. Simple
geometry is leading to similar revelations.
For more than 2,000 years, philosophers,
mathematicians and artists have marveled
at the unique properties of the “golden
rectangle”: subtract a square from a
golden rectangle, and what remains is
another golden rectangle, and so on and
so on — an infinite spiral. These so-called
magical proportions (about 5 by 8) are
common in the shapes of books, television
sets and credit cards, and they provide the
underlying structure for some of the most
beloved designs in history: the facades of
the Parthenon and Notre Dame, the face
of the “Mona Lisa,” the Stradivarius violin
and the original. Experiments going back
to the 19th century repeatedly show that
people invariably prefer images in these
proportions, but no one has known why.

Leonardo da Vinci’s idea of
beauty

From an early age, Leonardo da Vinci had
the habit of sketching people in profile,
observing their faces as they assumed all
varieties of appearance and expression.
His interest in the craggy imperfections
of old age and the loveliness of ideal
youth is embodied in the celebrated red
chalk drawing, An Old Man and a Youth
Facing One Another (about 1500–1505).
The young man may be based on Salai,
a servant in the artist’s household who
epitomized Leonardo’s notions of beauty.
An intimate exhibition featuring master
drawings by Leonardo da Vinci and
Michelangelo, the star is a study of an angel
that the art historian Sir Kenneth Clark
called “the most beautiful…in the world.”
Leonardo da Vinci’s accomplishments in
art and science find their common ground
in his drawings, into which he poured the
full fervor of his intelligence and creative
powers. Throughout his career, Leonardo
experimented with various types of

drawings: scientific studies; grotesque
caricatures of craggy faces; and the most
beautiful faces of men and women that he
could imagine. Leonardo was fascinated
like no one before him by the, expressive
possibilities of the human hand. Among
the studies of his unfinished adoration of
the Magi are two sheets of paper covered
with drawings of hands in various poses
sketched from every conceivable angle.
Leonardo da Vinci’s most powerful
portraits were of women. (The Guardian
International edition on Leonardo).

What is your idea of beauty?

Beauty is a powerful word, one not thrown
around as frivolously as hot, pretty or any
of the hundreds of words we’ve come to
describe women, debasing their worth to
nothing more than the symmetry of their
face and the fullness of their lips” Says
Lauren Martin in her feature, 10 Things
That Make A Girl Beautiful Instead of
hot. Writing for Elite daily Martin says…
people who have “beautiful” exteriors can
begin to look ugly after you get to know
them, while someone with a somewhat
“average” face can become the most
beautiful person you know, proving that
beauty isn’t just a façade, but an iridescent
quality that is not solely dependent on
one’s gene pool. It’s the quality that
elevates a woman from just hot or sexy.
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It’s in the way she walks, talks and
presents herself. It might be the girl you
don’t notice at first, the one who doesn’t
always stand out. It’s the girl you need to
get to know, whose beauty becomes more
defined with every conversation, every
glance. It’s a word that describes women
who can’t be classified as just hot. There
is nothing more beautiful than a woman
with passion. A girl who gets excited about
things, lives for things and holds things
close to her heart is a girl worth knowing.
The allure of the beautiful woman is that
she does not need to work hard or fight
for attention. She’s tight-lipped. There’s
nothing more intriguing than a woman of
mystery, one who keeps her affairs private
and those unnecessary words to herself. A
beautiful woman is full of surprises and
becomes more beautiful the more time
you spend getting to know her. Poetry
and music also bring out beauty in several
ways. Poet William Wordsworth for
example lays emphasis on the beauties of
physical nature, an emphasis that is one
of the chief characteristics of “Romantic”
poets in general.

So what makes humans
beautiful?

Proportion and symmetry are often signs
of good health, explains Linda Lowther,
Psycho Ex (1987-present) prominent
forehead ridge and square jaw are signs
of high testosterone in males. Women
with child-like facial features are often
considered more attractive because they
indicate youth and thus, fertility. ETC
Meanwhile Ciaran Hassan (quora) who
among other things, studies what makes
faces beautiful says that in his work he
recalls struggling to understand why high
cheekbones are perceived as attractive in
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Beauty is
a powerful
word, one not
thrown around
as frivolously
as hot, pretty
or any of the
hundreds
of words
we’ve come
to describe
women

both males and females despite being a
trait linked to high-estrogen exposure.
He notes that one of the universal
characteristics among attractive people is
symmetry. We prefer symmetrical faces
(including those with clear skin, as acne
introduces asymmetry to the face) to
asymmetrical ones... He says what’s most
surprising to him is how so much of facial
attractiveness is about bone development
— the facial features that we perceive
as ‘attractive’ are usually only there as
side-effects of an underlying skeletal,
craniofacial development.

What attracts you to men?

Facial hair has been popular in recent
years in the U.K. and other Western
European countries. (And even in Africa)
The guardian international edition,
says that the manicures, shaves and spa
treatments that for generations have been
a part of barbershop culture, particularly
in the Middle East, are attracting new
British customers. City streets are
teeming with barbershops and nail bars
seemingly unaffected by the recession.
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The barber shop revival has perhaps been
helped by the hipster fixation with the
male moustache, and trendier places such
as Murdoch London, which offers luxury
facials, manicures, cut-throat shaves and
shoe-shining, are cropping up, but the
more traditional shops (where they’ll use
a flame to remove your ear hair whether
you ask them to or not) are also doing well
explains The Guardian. Research revealed
that men’s ability to take care of their
families and to be in control and male

virility are natural attractions. Interestingly
there were findings that male masculinity
is not as attractive to rural women as it is
to the town folk.

Beauty in old age

Olivia La Roche says in an article titled
The Pain and Beauty of Growing Old and
Aging Gracefully that the idea that women
become less “beautiful” with age exists for
the simple fact that women grow more
powerful with time, and our culture does
not yet find power attractive in a woman.
In an interesting feature, La Roche says if
you think about aging in a very basic way,
stripped of its social implications, what
is it about the accumulation of years and
experiences that distresses so many? With
every tick of the clock and turn of the
calendar’s page most people can find some
benefit to time’s passing. After all, sayings
like you live, you learn and time heals all
haven’t rooted themselves in our vernacular
for nothing. When the Pew Research

Beauty Tips
• The best way to treat your feet
is to soak them in lukewarm water
regularly. This is a way to ease down
the effect of pollution, dust and
tiredness. Putting your feet in warm
water also refreshes your body and
enhances the blood circulation in
the feet. You should do this basic
thing regularly for lovely and
relaxed feet…Khoobsurati.com
• The most basic thing that you
need to do is proper trimming

Center asked a group of American senior
citizens what they thought about future
inventions, only 3% of those polled had
interest in time travel or the reversal of
aging. They were fundamentally happy
just the way they were. And yet, we
are continually bombarded with antiaging products and tempted with youth
restoring plastic surgery.
Beauty, they say, is in the eye of the
beholder, however, a clear skin, happiness,
cleanliness and good health all contribute
to your overall beauty. So does, great hair,
a good, body shape, fine manicure and
pedicure, honesty and a confident smile.
The secret is to stay positive, happy, active
and beautiful. In fact, someone once
said; some people make the world more
beautiful, just by being in it. All said, bear
in mind that no matter how good you
look, inner beauty is priceless.
cananews@gmail.com

and shaping of your nails. While
trimming your nails make sure that
you are cutting nails straight. If you
cut the nails around the corner it
will lead to some painful ingrown
nails... Khoobsurati.com
• The roughness and dryness of
your hand can mar your overall look
and your cracked feet can steal
away the elegance from your gait.
It is essential to keep the glow and
fairness of your hand in sync with
your face. Khoobsurati.com
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LEAVES ARE GOOD
FOR OUR ENVIRONMENT
By Angela Mutiso
Just let leaves stay where they
fall
Ever wondered what to do with
leaves other than just sweep them
away? Apparently, leaves are
beneficial in so many ways, as you
will discern from this feature.
Leaf litter is truly an
environmental windfall.
Fallen
leaves act as a wildlife boon
enriching soil, providing a downlike comforter for small critters, and,
according to one estimate, benefiting
at least 122 bird species nationwide.
Mother Nature does not remove
fallen leaves-and for good reason:
Leaf litter provides food and shelter
for earthworms, pill bugs, millipedes
and a multitude of smaller life such
as eggs and larvae of insects and
spiders, all essential components of
the food web for toads, frogs, lizards,
and other animals. Besides, nearly
all backyard birds require protein
from insects to feed their young.
Birds will “mine” the leaf litter for
insects… explains mymotherlode.
Also, leaf litter fosters living
soils with vast numbers of beneficial
soil bacteria, fungi, and nematodes
working in concert to build healthy
loam and to nourish plants. Writing
in “Teaming with Microbes,” Jeff
Lowenfels and Wayne Lewis tell
us that a healthy soil web breaks
leaf litter into a rich, organic layer
that supports life both above and
below the soil’s surface. Treating
soil, instead, with concentrated
fertilizers drives away earthworms
and kills nurturing bacteria and
fungi. Without the buffering action
of bacteria and fungi, the soil’s
pH (acid/base balance) is thrown
out of whack, say Lowenfels and
Lewis. The soil then slowly loses
the ability to hold air and water and
to fight off disease. Leaf litter that
collects below diseased plants is best
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disposed of entirely. Examples are
roses, peonies, iris, and hollyhocks
that are frequently plagued with
fungal diseases. Fruit tree leaf fall is
also best removed to prevent possible
re-infestation with certain diseases
and insects - mymotherlode.com
The national wildlife federation’s
blog meanwhile says simply; just
let leaves stay where they fall. A
leaf layer several inches deep is a
natural thing in any area where
trees naturally grow. The leaf layer
is its own mini ecosystem! In fact,
when you rake out leaves, the leaves
don’t leave you richer, they leave
your environment poorer. It is
interesting to note that most leaves
are disregarded and discarded by
so many people around the world,
yet there is so much they do to give
us a healthier environment. In an
interesting exposition, Ryan Lawn
and Tree said about two years ago
that; Soon after you have raked all
the leaves on your lawn into one
heaping yet somehow tidy pile, you
soon appreciate the moment of
admiration for your work is shortlived as you begin to realize that
you have no idea what to do with
your massive collection of colorful
tree parts. You could simply throw
them away, but why not get some
more mileage out of your hard
work? There are numerous ways to
make good use out of the leaves on
your lawn, and here are a few of the
possibilities: Mow Them for Lawn
Fertilize; mowing the leaves on your
lawn is probably the easiest solution.
Insert the mulch plug into your lawn
mower, and shut the side discharge
port. Then, simply mow your lawn
as you would normally to cut the
leaves into small pieces. Repeat
the process once at right angles to
your initial path to ensure that the
leaves are cut finely. The nitrogen in
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the grass clippings mixed with the
carbon of the leaf pieces will compost
more quickly when they are mixed
together. Mulch Them into Your
Flower Beds; finely chop up your
leaves and place them in your flower
beds as mulch. Installing a bag on
your mower works well. Using your
excess leaves as mulch can increase
water retention, add vital nutrients
to the soil, and sometimes suffocate
unwanted weeds in your garden beds.
Add Them to Your Aquarium; if you
have a fish tank at home, placing
dead leaves in their water can help
maintain a healthier environment for
your aquatic pets.
Dead leaves will release tannins
into the water, lowering the pH
level to more suitable levels. Dead
leaves can also help fight bacteria
and fungi, and can even absorb some
of the heavy metals in the aquarium
water. You can also place some at the
bottom of your tank can help improve
the health of newly acquired or sick
fish. As an added bonus, many fish
will even eat the leaves for a snack.
They say you can even donate them.
This one might seem a little odd, but
it’s not uncommon to find a nearby
neighbor or a friend on Facebook
who is looking for extra leaves. Bag
them up and connect with your social
networks. You might be surprised by
the demand! It advises that whether
you need mulch, compost, or even a
few materials for an art project, there
are numerous practical and creative
uses for your fall leaves and if you stay
where winter happens, be sure you
don’t let a blanket of leaves suffocate
your lawn all winter! You can visit the
Ryan Lawn and tree site for more
expert advice.
Leaves according to basic biology
(inspired by life) are the location
of photosynthesis in many plants.
Their green color is indicative of the
pigment chlorophyll which is capable
of using the energy from the Sun and
CO2 to form carbohydrates. Plants
that lose their leaves are referred to as
deciduous; plants that keep theirs are
ever-green. Whether or not a plant
will lose its leaves is often reflective of
the environment in which it evolved.

It describes the various types of leaves
thus;
Broad-leaves
Most plants have large, flat leaves that
are known as broad-leaves. Broadleaves are usually grown quickly and
don’t take much energy for plants to
grow. They are also often easily eaten
by herbivores but are very efficient at
photosynthesizing because of their
large surface area.
Needle-like leaves
Needle-like leaves are grown by
a number of plants, in particular
species of conifers such as pines.
Growing needle-like leaves can be
advantageous in certain climates.
They are better adapted to life in
snowy climates because they are less
likely to catch a lot of snow and be
weighed down and pulled of their
branch; they are also better protected
from grazing because their leaves
are tougher and generally not very
juicy making them less edible for
herbivores. As far as I know, plants
with needle-like leaves are always
evergreen.
Scale-like leaves
Some plants have tiny scale-like
leaves. These gain many of the
advantages that needle-like leaves
have over broad-leaves such as
reduced grazing and more resistance
to disturbance. Again, scale-like
leaves are often prickly. They have
smaller surface area so plants need to
make far more of them to be efficient
photosynthesizers. Scales are mostly
found in gymnosperm species.
Site of photosynthesis
Leaves are the main photosynthetic
organs of plants. They are adapted
to be as efficient as possible at
photosynthesis and to effectively
survive any harsh climatic conditions
of their environment. But you must
be careful which leaves you use. Oak
leaves for example don’t break down
fast enough and walnut leaves have
compounds in them that poison
plants.
cananews@gmail.com
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PNEUMONIA
Characterized by a Sharp or Stabbing Chest Pain
Compiled by Angela Mutiso
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our year old Daniel was pretty
ill. Yet no one had been able to
diagnose the real cause of his
illness one week after he got
sick. He was complaining of
stomach pain, so no one realized it was
his chest, and not his stomach that was
actually causing the discomfort.
A lab test revealed that Daniel had
a bout of malaria, however the medic
dealing with his case did not think that
Daniel may be suffering from pneumonia
as well, and so did not look out for that.
The lad’s temperature was constantly
high, so his worried mother felt sure
there might well be another problem,
but couldn’t put her finger on it. What
puzzled the doctor even more, was that
Daniel was unrelentingly feverish and
appeared quite unwell even after getting
what he considered the best malaria
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treatment at the time. The doctor had
hoped the fever would just go away,
after the extensive treatment he had
administered; but it didn’t. What’s more,
Daniel was losing weight fast.
In the meantime, Daniel’s equally
worried dad suggested that his son should
be taken to a children’s hospital, reasoning
that they must’ve dealt with such cases
many times before and were obviously
in a better position to handle this matter.
Mercifully, as soon as the boy was taken
to hospital, an instant diagnosis of
pneumonia was suspected; this was later
confirmed by a chest X-ray that showed a
conspicuous wedge-shape area of airspace
consolidation in his left lung; a sign of
acute bacterial lobar pneumonia. Daniel’s
condition was diagnosed and saved just in
time. According to the children’s doctor
who suggested admission on the spot, had
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According
to UNICEF,
Pneumonia
remains the
leading infectious
cause of death
among children
under five,
killing nearly
2,500 children a
day. Pneumonia
accounted for
approximately 16
per cent of the
5.6 million underfive deaths, killing
around 900,000
children in 2016.

Daniel’s ailment not been diagnosed when
it was, his condition would have worsened
and more advanced and expensive
treatment may have been required; that is;
if he had been lucky to survive it.
According to UNICEF, Pneumonia
remains the leading infectious cause of
death among children under five, killing
nearly 2,500 children a day. Pneumonia
accounted for approximately 16 per cent
of the 5.6 million under-five deaths,
killing around 900,000 children in 2016.
Most of its victims were less than 2 years
old. For most children around the world,
pneumonia and diarrhoea are easily
prevented and managed illnesses with
simple and effective interventions that
are rarely life threatening. However, not
all children are so fortunate. Sadly, in
most countries, children from the poorest
households and those from rural areas
are much less likely than their peers to
get the life-saving treatment they need.

Pneumonia is the deadliest childhood
disease.
Fortunately the world made substantial
progress in reducing child mortality
in the past few decades. Globally, the
under-five mortality rate dropped from
93 deaths per 1,000 live births in 1990
to 41 in 2016. UNICEF reports that
progress in reducing child mortality has
been accelerated in the 2000–2016 period
compared with the 1990s – globally, the
annual rate of reduction in the underfive mortality rate has increased from 1.9
per cent in 1990–2000 to 4.0 per cent
in 2000–2016. The remarkable progress
in improving child survival since 2000
has saved the lives of 50 million children
under age 5 – children who would have
died had under-five mortality remained at
the same level as in 2000 in each country.

What is Pneumonia? What
causes it?

Pneumonia is an inflammatory condition
of the lung affecting primarily the small
air sacs known as alveoli. Typically
symptoms include some combination
of productive or dry cough, chest pain,
fever and trouble breathing. Severity
is variable as explained by Wikipedia
in a wide-ranging report. It points out
that pneumonia is usually caused by
infection with viruses or bacteria and
less commonly by other microorganisms,
certain medications and conditions such
as autoimmune diseases. Risk factors
include other lung diseases such as cystic
fibrosis, COPD, and asthma, diabetes,
heart failure a history of smoking, a poor
ability to cough such as following a stroke,
or a weak immune system. Diagnosis
is often based on the symptoms and
physical examination. Chest X-ray, blood
tests, and culture of the sputum may
help confirm the diagnosis. The disease
may be classified by Pneumonia is due to
infections caused primarily by bacteria or
viruses and less commonly by fungi and
parasites. Although there are more than
100 strains of infectious agents identified,
only a few are responsible for the majority
of the cases. Mixed infections with both
viruses and bacteria may occur in up to
45% of infections in children and 15%
of infections in adults. A causative agent
may not be isolated in approximately half
of cases despite careful testing…where it
was acquired with community, hospital, or
health care associated pneumonia.
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How do you prevent it?

Vaccines to prevent certain types of
pneumonia are available. Other methods
of prevention include hand-washing
and not smoking. Treatment depends
on the underlying cause. Pneumonia
believed to be due to bacteria is treated
with antibiotics. If the pneumonia is
severe, the affected person is generally
hospitalized oxygen therapy may be used
if oxygen levels are low. Wiki points out
that pneumonia affects approximately
450 million people globally (7% of the
population) and results in about 4 million
deaths per year. Pneumonia was regarded
by William Osler in the 19th century as
“the captain of the men of death. With the
introduction of antibiotics and vaccines
in the 20th century, survival improved.
Nevertheless, in developing countries, and
among the very old, the very young, and
the chronically ill, pneumonia remains a
leading cause of death. Pneumonia often
shortens suffering among those already
close to death and has thus been called
“the old man’s friend”
People with infectious pneumonia
often have a productive cough, fever,
accompanied by shaking chills, shortness
of breath, sharp or stabbing chest pain

Types of pneumonia
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during deep breaths, and an increased rate
of breathing. In the elderly, confusion may
be the most prominent sign. The typical
signs and symptoms in children under
five are fever, cough, and fast or difficult
breathing. Fever is not very specific, as it
occurs in many other common illnesses,
may be absent in those with severe disease.

What are the types and
causes of pneumonia?

According to healthline, the major types
of pneumonia are classified by the cause
of the infection, where the infection was
transmitted, and how the infection was
acquired. Pneumonia can be classified
according to the organism that caused the
infection.
Bacterial pneumonia: The most
common cause of bacterial pneumonia
is
Streptococcus
pneumoniae.
Chlamydophila
pneumonia
and
Legionella pneumophila can also cause
bacterial pneumonia.
Viral
pneumonia:
Respiratory
viruses are often the cause of pneumonia,
especially in young children and older
people. Viral pneumonia is usually not
serious and lasts for a shorter time than
bacterial pneumonia.

Mycoplasma
pneumonia:
Mycoplasma organisms are not viruses
or bacteria, but they have traits common
to both. Mycoplasmas generally cause
mild cases of pneumonia, most often
in older children and young adults.
Fungal pneumonia: Fungi from soil or
bird droppings can cause pneumonia
in people who inhale large amounts
of the organisms. They can also cause
pneumonia in people with chronic
diseases or weakened immune systems.
One kind of fungal pneumonia is called
Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia (PCP).
This condition generally affects people
with weakened immune systems, such as
those with AIDS. In fact, PCP can be one
of the first signs of infection with AIDS.

Types by location

Pneumonia is also classified according to
where it was acquired.
Hospital-acquired pneumonia (HAP):
This type of bacterial pneumonia is
acquired during a hospital stay. It can be
more serious than other types, because the
bacteria involved may be more resistant to
antibiotics.
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Community-acquired
pneumonia
(CAP): This refers to pneumonia that
is acquired outside of a medical or
institutional setting.

Types by how they are
acquired

Pneumonia can also be classified
according to how it is acquired.
Aspiration pneumonia; this type
of pneumonia occurs when you inhale
bacteria into your lungs from food,
drink, or saliva. This type is more likely to
occur if you have a swallowing problem
or if you become too sedate from the use
of medications, alcohol, or some types of
illicit drugs.
Ventilator-associated
pneumonia
(VAP): When people who are using
a ventilator get pneumonia, it’s called
VAP.

There are
two types of
pneumonia
vaccines: the
pneumococcal
conjugate
vaccine (PCV13 or
Prevnar 13) and
pneumococcal
polysaccharide
vaccine (PPSV23
or Pneumovax23).

Points to remember

Healthline gives the following points
(excerpts) pneumonia often occurs
following an upper respiratory infection.
Upper respiratory tract infections can
result from colds or the flu. They’re
caused by germs, such as viruses, fungi,
and bacteria. Germs can be spread a
variety of ways. These include: through
contact, such as shaking hands or
kissing; through the air; by sneezing
or coughing without covering your
mouth or nose, through surfaces that
are touched in hospitals or healthcare
facilities; through contact with health
care providers or equipment.

Tips for prevention

Pneumonia is a lung infection. It’s not
contagious, but it’s often caused by upper
respiratory tract infections in the nose
and throat, which may be contagious.
Pneumonia can happen to anyone, at
any age. Babies under age 2 and adults
over age 65 are at higher risk. Other risk
factors include: living in a hospice or
institutionalized setting, using a ventilator,
frequent hospitalizations, a weakened
immune system a progressive lung disease,
such as COPD, asthma, heart disease and
smoking cigarettes.

Pneumonia vaccine

Getting the pneumonia vaccine reduces,
but doesn’t eliminate, your risk of getting
pneumonia. There are two types of
pneumonia vaccines: the pneumococcal
conjugate vaccine (PCV13 or Prevnar
13) and pneumococcal polysaccharide
vaccine (PPSV23 or Pneumovax23). The
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine prevents
against 13 kinds of bacteria that cause
serious infections in children and adults.
PCV13 is part of the standard vaccination
protocol for babies and is administered
by a pediatrician. In babies, it’s given as
a three- or four-dose series, beginning
when they’re 2 months old. The final
dose is given to babies by 15 months. In
adults aged 65 and older, PCV13 is given
as a one-time injection. Your doctor may
recommend revaccination in 5 to 10 years.
People of any age who have risk factors,
such as a weakened immune system,
should also get this vaccine.
cananews@gmail.com

Health Tips
If you have flu…
• Avoid close contact with people
who are sick
• Stay home when you are unwell
• Cover your mouth and nose
• Wash your hands regularly
• Don’t touch your eyes, nose or 		
mouth
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Jacob Zuma resigns as South
Africa’s President, mired in
corruption scandal
Jacob Zuma quit as President of South Africa,
finally succumbing to a slew of corruption
scandals that have drained support from his
ruling African National Congress party.
“No life should be lost in my name and
also the ANC should never be divided in my
name,” he said during a nationally televised
political address. “I have therefore come to
the decision to resign as President of the
republic with immediate effect.”
The announcement came after the
ANC took the extraordinary step of calling
for a no-confidence vote in the leader on
Wednesday, a day after it publicly demanded
his resignation. Party officials decided to
issue a “recall” notice after failing privately to
convince Zuma that he should step aside.
Source: bbc.com

At least 17 people are
dead after a 19-year-old
man opened fire at a high
school campus in Parkland,
Florida.
At least 17 people are dead after a 19-year-old man
opened fire at a high school campus in Parkland,
Florida. The suspect was Nikolas Cruz, a former
student at the school who had been expelled. He
escaped with fleeing students but is now in police
custody. As the attack unfolded students were forced
to hide as police swooped in on the building. It is the
deadliest school shooting since 26 people were killed
at Connecticut school Sandy Hook in 2012. It is the
sixth school shooting incident this year so far that has
either wounded or killed students.
Source: bbc.com

Entrepreneurship in the Wedding Industry

Weddings are a serious affair in Africa, having a rich history that traces way back
in time. In many African cultures, weddings are a long tradition with deep cultural,
social and religious significance, a trend which is still prevalent today. The only
difference is unlike traditional weddings of the yesteryears, today’s weddings are
modern, elegant and contemporary. Source: Africa.com
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Former Vodacom Executive Named Google
Chief Marketing Officer For Africa
Google has announced the
appointment of former Vodacom
executive, Mzamo Masito, as its
new chief marketing officer for
the sub-Saharan African region.
The former managing executive
at Vodacom left the South
African telecoms firm, where
he filled various senior roles at
the company, to join Google,
beginning his new position on
Jan. 8, according to Marklives.
The marketing guru has an
MBA from the Gordon Institute
of Business Science (GIBS)
in addition to a post-graduate
diploma from the University of
Cape Town.
Source; AFK Insider

Billy Graham Dies
Billy Graham perhaps the most significant religious figure of
the 20th century, and the organizations and the movement
he helped spawn continue to shape the 21st. During his life,
Graham preached in person to more than 100 million people
and to millions more via television, satellite, and film. Nearly
3 million have responded to his invitation to “accept Jesus
into your heart” at the end of his sermons. He proclaimed
the gospel to more persons than any other preacher in
history. In the process, Graham became “America’s Pastor,”
participating in presidential inaugurations and speaking
during national crises such as the memorial services following
the Oklahoma City bombing and the 9/11 attacks. Source:
(Christianitytoday.com)
Billy Graham - born William Franklin Graham Jr. KBE
(November 7, 1918 – February 21, 2018)

Agriculture Feeding Africa’s
Economic Transformation

Rural areas are poised to be a significant economic driver in developing countries.
According to the latest 2017 State of Food and Agriculture report by the UN’s Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO), the key to achieving the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development are transforming rural communities and promoting agriculture. “Since the
1990s, rural transformations in many countries have led to an increase of more than 750
million in the number of rural people living above the poverty line,” says FAO. “To achieve
the same results in the countries that have been left behind, the report outlines a strategy
that would leverage the enormous untapped potential of food systems to drive agroindustrial development, boost small-scale farmers’ productivity and incomes, and create
off-farm employment in expanding segments of food supply and value chains.”
Source: standardbankbusiness
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BOOK REVIEW

Reviewed by Angela Mutiso, cananews@gmail.com

Title: Money – Master the Game
Author: Tony Robbins
Category: Self-help/Finance
Publisher: Simon & Schuster

I

t’s your money! It’s your life, take
control; the 7 simple steps to
financial freedom; create an income
for life; Tap the power; make the
most important financial decision
of your life; money mastery; It’s time to
break through…. These are the topics that
invite you to Section 1 of Tony Robin’s
remarkable book, Money. This information
packed book is divided into 7 sections.
Section 2; become the insider; know
the rules before you get in the game. Break
free; shattering the 9 financial myths.
Section 3; what’s the price of your dream?
Make your game winnable. Section 4;
Make the most important investment
decision of your life. Section 5; upside
without the downside; create a lifetime
income plan. Section 6; invest like the
.001%: The Billionaire Playbook. Section
7; just do it, enjoy it, and share it!
In his foreword to this empowering
book, Elliot Weissbluth, founder and
CEO, High Tower, says he is a skeptic
by nature. So when Tony Robbins sought
him out for this project because of the
company he founded in2007, High Tower,
he was curious but wary. Is there anything
new to say about personal finance and
investing? And Tony Robbins the man to
say it?
He said he was aware of Tony’s
tremendous reputation as America’s
number one life and business strategist.
And like many, he knew that he has
worked with everyone from US presidents
to billionaire entrepreneurs, transforming
their personal and professional lives along
the way. But what he did not know until
they met was that Tony Robbins is the real
thing. The man lives up to the hype of the
brand. His authenticity was evident, and
his passion was contagious. Rather than
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rehash the sins of the financial Industry,
Tony came to this project with the goal
of democratizing financial services and
offering tactics and solutions that had
previously been appreciated and used by
only the wealthiest investors. He points out
that he hit it off with Tony because they
share a mission of helping empower people
to make better more informed financial
decisions.
Meanwhile, Marc Benioff, founder and
CEO of Safesforce.com provides some
interesting information in his introduction
to this book. He says at the age of 25, as
the youngest vice president at Oracle, he
was massively successful-or so the thought.
He was making more than $1 a year and
driving a brand-new Ferrari and had what
he thought was success: A great home and
an incredible car and social life. Yet he still
knew he was missing something; He just
did not know what it was. Tony helped him
to bring awareness to where he was, and
helped him start defining where he really
wanted to go and the deeper meaning of
what he wanted his life to be about. He
applied Tony’s insights and strategies and
built an amazing tool called V2MOM,
which stands for vision, values, methods,
obstacles, and measurement. He used it
to focus his work, and ultimately his life,
on what he really wanted. The V2MOM
programme took five of Tony’s questions.

What do I really want? (Vision)
What is important about it? (Values)
How will I get it? (Methods)
What is preventing me from having 		
it? (Obstacles)
How will I know I am successful? 		
(Measurements)
Tony told him that the quality of his life
was the quality of his questions. He soon
began to model everything in his life, his
work, and his future simply by asking
these basic questions and recording his
answers. What happened was amazing.
He adds that this book with its 7 simple
steps to financial freedom, has the same
potential to do the same thing for you.
It is going to bring Tony’s wisdom into
your life (along with 50 of the most
brilliant financial minds in the world!)
and give you the tools to make your
life even better. He soon discovered
this book really isn’t about money, it is
about creating the life you want, and part
of that is deciding what role you want
money to play in it.
Read this book, it will help you develop
strategies that will enable you to manage
your life and your money, like it has done
to millions of people around the world!
This book is available in all leading
bookshops.

It’s your money! It’s your life, take
control; the 7 simple steps to financial
freedom; create an income for life; Tap
the power; make the most important
financial decision of your life; money
mastery; It’s time to break through….

MEMORABLE QUOTES

“When we write the history of
this country we cannot leave
out the participation and role
that the former Prime Minister
played in the effort to entrench
democratic values in this
country.”
Zimbabwean President
Emmerson Mnangagwa
Speaking during Morgan
Tsvangirai’s memorial service;
he was speaking after offering
his condolences to Tsvangirai’s
family. Tsvangirai’s death came
as tensions over his succession
are threatening to tear apart
the MDC, which he had led
since its formation in 1999.
He died in South Africa after a
long battle with cancer.
Source: Time Live
“The membership of Kenya
and Magistrates Association is
resolute that we shall uphold
the rule of law, steadfastly
defend the Constitution and
diligently dispense justice
without fear or favour…. When
there is disregard of court
orders, no citizen is assured of
protection of his or her right as
guaranteed by the Constitution,
the absence of law and order
will plunge the country into
chaos.”
Kenya Judges and Magistrates
Association (KMJA) Chairman
Secretary General Derrick
Kuto.
Source: The Nation
“With the costs escalating, the
way they have, it means the
matter of election disputes is

the preserve of the wealthy, or
the prohibitive costs will work
to cause Kenyans with genuine
complaints to keep away from
the courts, and that is not a
good thing.”
Law Society of Kenya
Chairman Isaac Okero. They
are concerned about the
millions of shillings poll petition
losers are asked to pay.
“As I leave I will continue to
serve the people of South
Africa as well as the ANC, the
organization I have served all
of my life in.”
Former South African President
Jacob Zuma said this when he
resigned as President. Zuma,
75, survived multiple attempts
by opposition parties to oust
him during his more than eight
years in power, earning him
the nickname of the “Teflon
president.”
“Police say an Uber car
dropped off Nikolas Cruz at
his former school around 2:19
p.m. on Wednesday. Within
10 minutes, authorities say he
gunned down 17 people at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School and left campus
undetected in a crowd of
students. Now, as the 19-yearold gunman begins his journey
through the criminal justice
system, a community is in
mourning and investigators are
looking for answers.”
Source: CNN
A football coach. An athletic
director. And young, fresh-

faced students. They are
among the 17 people killed
by a gunman at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High
School in Parkland, Florida,
on Wednesday. Broward
County Sheriff Scott Israel said
Thursday that all families who
lost loved ones in the shooting
have been notified.
Source: CNN
In both cases they were
discussing the recent gunning
down of students in the US.
“The starting point of all
achievement is desire. Keep
this constantly in mind. Weak
desires bring weak results, just
a small amount of fire makes a
small amount of heat.”
-Napoleon Hill
Iron rusts from disuse; stagnant
water loses its purity and in
cold weather becomes frozen;
even so does inaction sap the
vigor of the mind. So we must
stretch ourselves to the very
limits of human possibility.
Anything less is a sin against
both God and man.”
Leornardo Da Vinci
“Although nature commences
with reason and ends in
experience, it is necessary for
us to do the opposite; that is
to commence with experience
and from this to proceed
to investigate the reason.”
Leonardo
“Art is never finished only
abandoned”
Leonardo
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INSTITUTE NEWS PICTORIAL
ICPAK to Partner with Presidency

From right: FCPA Julius Mwatu shares a word with
CPA Edwin Makori. Looking on is FCPA Edward Ouko

Hello -FCPA Julius Mwatu meets
Mr. Wanyama Musiambo

Launch of firm Management Guide

From left; ICPAK Chairman FCPA Julius Mwatu, ICPAK Vice
Chair CPA Rose Mwaura, ICPAK Council member FCPA Denish
Osodo and ICPAK Chief Executive Officer CPA Edwin Makori

ICPAK Chairman FCPA Julius Mwatu officially cuts the ribbon
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From left: CPA Okello, CPA Rose Mwaura, FCPA Julius Mwatu,
Mr. Wanyama Musiambo and CPA Edwin Makori

Launch of 26th Economic Symposium

INSTITUTE NEWS PICTORIAL
New KCA Board of Trustees Appointed

New KCA board of trustees (from left): FCPA Isaack Shabir, CPA
Dr. Winnie Nyamute, FCPA Julius Mwatu current Chairman ICPAK,
FCPA Michael Waweru and CPA David Abwoga

ICPAK Engages Counties
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Star of the month
Interviewed by Angela Mutiso
cananews@gmail.com

O

ur star, has undoubtedly had
an eventful and fascinating
life. CPA Caleb Mokaya, 29,
a Senior Tax Consultant at
Deloitte East Africa, looks
back reflectively as he recalls what he
endured to become what he is today. And
for someone who had a humble start,
this accountant has managed a relatively
high profile life in a very short time.
Growing up, he did not have showy cars
or expensive clothes. Neither did he live
in luxurious homes, go to lavish schools
or have flamboyant friends.
A deep contentment sweeps over him
as he compares his life now and then; what
he has achieved so far, has come about
through sheer hard work and affectionate
parents. He was born and brought up in
Kibera slums, Nairobi. And even though
his stay there was short, he got a taste of
the low-end urban life at quite an early
age. But he moved fast; he started his
primary education at Olympic primary
school before going home, to a small
village in Manga District Nyamira County,
where he completed upper primary. He
then went to Sameta High School, in Kisii
County for secondary education before
proceeding to Kenyatta University for his
Bachelors.
So how did his childhood environment
shape his present life? “I have learnt that
education can transform a person, a slum,
a country, a continent or even the entire
world. Having been brought up in a slum
and partly in my rural village, I had my
fair share of life’s hurdles. But my parents
believed in education and strived to give
me the best schooling and ensured that I
took it seriously. This has changed my life.
I strive to pass the same to my kids and
less fortunate children because education
is the most powerful weapon we can use
to change Kenya and the world.” He says
confidently.
He wanted to be an accountant
because when he was in high school.
He used to participate in math contests
and after these contests, depending on
his school’s performance, they would
occasionally have lunch in big hotels. At
such times, their teacher would ask the
Chief Manager or the Managing Director
of the hotel to inspire them. He gathered
that all the managers who talked to them,
were accountants. That inspired him to
pursue CPA after high school and upon
joining campus, BCOM. His journey to
becoming an accountant started that way.
CPA Mokaya is grateful for the role his
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• Tax compliance reviews and all aspects
of tax advisory where I review work done
by consultants. These include:
• Providing advice on the tax implications
of commercial transactions including
mergers and acquisitions and inbound
structuring assignments;
• Conducting tax health checks and due
diligence work;
• Review of capital expenditure for capital
allowances purposes;
• Tax support on Kenya Revenue
Authority disputes- including support on
objections and appeals to the Tax Appeals
Tribunal and the High Court; and
• Ad-hoc tax advice and preparation of
legislative proposals on behalf of clients
• Responsibility for all aspects of client
billing including negotiating fees with
clients, preparing budgets, together with
the completion of work to budget;
• Ensuring the firm’s risk and quality
procedures are adhered to;
• Supervising and facilitating the
development of more junior staff members
including
managing
performance
appraisals; and
• Involvement in business development
activities.
Academic qualifications
Holder of Bachelor’s degree in Commerce
from Kenyatta University (KU), CPA(K),
currently in last phase of my Master of
Business Administration degree at KU.

parents played in shaping his thinking and
focus.
He explains fondly; “My parents have
played and still play a critical role in
enabling me to come this far and even
go further. I remember years back when I
was in lower primary, my dad would come
home with sweets and only give them to
me when I was done with my homework
and even then, I had to get everything
right. I remember at times, I would repeat
my homework several times before I got
everything right. That simple act taught
me that, to get anything, I had to earn
it and deserve it. It also taught me that,
persistence; patience and perseverance
are the key ingredients for success. And
that where there is a will, there is a way.”
What does your present job entail?
As a tax consultant, my job entails the
following:

What was your First Job?
My first job was with KPMG East Africa as
a Tax associate five years ago. However,
prior to that, I worked for a small tax
practice and I tutored CPA. I do not deem
any of those to be my first Job but rather
a bridge that prepared me for my first Job
as my tenure there was extremely short.
What did your first job entail?
•
Undertaking
risk
assessment
procedures for on-boarding new clients
and for undertaking new or recurring
engagements
• Supporting the team requisition and
collecting the prerequisite stationery in
readiness of engagements;
• Assisting in the reviewing of clients’ tax
computations and preparing the working
file for review;
• Capital allowance field reviews and
assisting in the drafting of the report,
preparing the working file and filing the
report with the KRA;
• Assisting in the field review of VAT refund

claims, preparing the working file and
assisting in filing the claims to the KRA;
• Undertaking field tax due diligence
audits and assisting in the drafting of the
report and the working file;
• Assisting clients file tax returns;
• Assisting in the delivery and follow up
where necessary of applications, notices
and other correspondence to KRA, the
Treasury and/or the county council of
Nairobi
Professional development and other
training
My previous employer, KPMG, provided
me with immense career development
opportunities ranging from seconding
me to one of the biggest clients for 10
months where I was tasked with the
provision of internal tax assistance to
various business units of the client.
Besides supporting many local and
international clients with tax advice
from Kenya, I had an opportunity to go
to Rwanda for a month where, together
with the great team of KPMG Rwanda,
assisted one of the biggest companies
in Rwanda restructure to optimize its tax
affairs. My current employer has given
me more responsibilities that have seen
me literally grow ahead of my time. On
the training front, both my previous and
current employers have facilitated me to
any training, I deem to be tax nourishing.
Main gains
My gains are many since I’m keen on
counting my blessings. I have been able
to develop a solid network base that
cuts across all professions courtesy
of my profession. I have directly and
indirectly contributed to the tax policy
of our country through ICPAK and my
employers. I have, in an outstanding
way offered value-adding services to our
local and international clients. I have
selflessly contributed to the growth of
the accounting profession by facilitating

more than 10 tax training across Kenya
for ICPAK.
How has the accounting profession
developed lately in your view?
Unlike before, accounting is now at
the center stage of all companies
irrespective of their size. The view
and role of accountants has changed
quite significantly. A few years back,
accountants were viewed as mere clerks.
Now, accountants are among the key
engines for any organization. Accountants
have been given many responsibilities
that have put them under a lot of focus.
As the saying goes, to whom much is
given, much is expected.
What was your biggest challenge?
Working until 5:30 am, trying to beat a
tight deadline and showing up the same
morning for a meeting at 8:00am.
What changes would you like to see?
I would like to see accountants paid
well. I look forward to the codification
of the accountants’ remuneration code.
With the enormous responsibilities that
accountants shoulder, a fairly good
pay will go a long way in motivating
accountants. After all, does equity not
require us to observe the concept of
equal pay for equal work?
Major work highlights?
Well, my biggest challenge is also my
major work highlight. Working late is not a
unique tendency. Many of us have worked
late many times. But working till the wee
hours of the morning and showing up
for a meeting, and performing other day
activities without sleeping; that to me is a
key work highlight.
What inspires you?
Small achievements. When I assist a
client and they write or ring me and

say that was really helpful/insightful,
that really inspires me. When I coach
my team and they exceptionally deliver
on an engagement, which inspires me.
I train a lot both for ICPAK and for my
employer. When I am done training and
a participant comes to me and says the
training was very insightful, that inspires
me a lot.
What is your hope for your
organization?
To be on a steady growth so that it can
be able to absorb and incubate more
graduates as it makes an impact that
matters and becomes the undisputed
professional services firm in Africa.
Where/what did you study?
I am currently pursuing my Master’s
degree in Business Administration,
Finance option at Kenyatta University.
I pursued my undergraduate degree
in Bachelor of Commerce from the
same institution. With regards to my
professional studies, CPA, I was a private
student.
Who would you like to thank for their
role in shaping your life to what it is
today?
Well, many people have immensely
played a role in shaping my life. To name
a few; Phoebian Moindi, my wife and the
mother to my kids; her support through
the years has been nothing short of being
a Guardian Angel. Richard Ndung’u,
Caxton Kinuthia, Clive Akora and Robert
Waruiru; you all taught me valuable
leadership skills and provided me with
unlimited growth opportunities. Robert
Waruiru your trust in me…I have never,
ever taken it for granted. To Fred Omondi
and Walter Mutwiri, thanks for believing
in my capabilities and giving my career a
new lease. To my many friends, mentors
and family, thanks a lot for continuing to
shape my life in many great ways.
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By Clive Mutiso

AN UNEXPECTED
CULINARY DELIGHT
IN A HIDDEN BACKWATER

B

eyond
the
Rwenzori
Mountains, tucked away in
the corner of South West
Uganda between Kisoro and
Kabale that borders Rwanda,
is Lake Bunyonyi, whose name means
“the lake of small birds”. It could as well
be called “the lake of small lobsters”
because, nobody quite knows when and
how, it has also become the expatriate
home of the Louisiana Red Crawfish,
which is a miniature freshwater lobster in
all but name.
Also known as crayfish, the Louisiana
Red Crawfish, originating from the
Southern United States, is regarded as
an invasive species in East Africa, and
has caused considerable environmental
disruption in many of the places where it
has been able to establish itself, including
Lake Naivasha and the Athi River in
Kenya, where it preys on indigenous fish
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species and feeds on the roots of local
plants. But while it is regarded by many
as a pest elsewhere in East Africa, the
crayfish has been accepted as a blessing
to the community around Lake Bunyonyi
because other fish species have struggled
to survive in commercial quantities in the
waters of the lake, which because of their
extreme depth and tranquillity, have low
oxygen levels.
Tranquility is the biggest attraction of
Lake Bunyoni, which reaches 900 metres
in places, making it the second deepest
lake in Africa after Lake Tanganyika.
Bunyonyi easily surpasses the depth of
Lake Malawi, which is usually ranked
after Lake Tanganyika, perhaps because of
its larger surface area, which puts it among
the Great Lakes. Lake Bunyonyi, which is
25 kilometres long and 7 kilometres wide,
is one of the few lakes in the region to be
complete free of bilharzia, making it safe

TRAVEL

to swim in. Its altitude off 1,962 metres
above sea level means that the lake and its
environs are cool throughout the day, and
perfect for relaxation. And the vista of 29
green islands dotted across the lake create
a panorama that few places anywhere in
the world can come close to. There is little
human settlement on the islands, the best
known of which are Akampene, Bwama,
and Njuyeera.
The lake is on the way to the Bwindi
Impenetrable Forest National Park from
Kampala, and just over the border from
the Volcanoes National Park in Rwanda,
the only two places in East Africa where it
is possible, by booking in advance, to view
the endangered mountain gorilla. My own
interest in Lake Bunyonyi was aroused
on a flight from Kigali to Entebbe, which

took a direct track across the lake, which
looked as enchanting from above as it
does from its shores. Almost as soon as
my flight landed in Entebbe, I was headed
back, through Kampala, in the direction
from which I had come. The flight from
the lake to Entebbe had taken just over
20 minutes, and the journey back by road
took all of nine hours, but it was well
worth the trip. I stayed at the congenial
White Horse Inn in Kabale town, which I
learned was the hostelry of choice of Bill
Gates when he visited Uganda to track
gorillas in Bwindi.
However, there is plenty of
accommodation right at Lake Bunyonyi
itself, with some of the best places
established by prominent local business
people who are proud of their heritage and
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keen to share it with visitors from around
the world. Prices per night for a couple,
with breakfast, range from around $70 to
well over $250 and most of the lodges,
resorts and camps that dot the area
serve wholesome meals to non-resident
visitors. The pioneer of serious tourist
development in the area was Charlotte
Kamugisha, a keen environmentalist, and
the founder more than 20 years ago of
one of Uganda’s most reliable tour and
travel agents, Bunyonyi Safaris, which has
built up a loyal following over the years.
The firm has unrivalled expertise and can
tailor packages for all pockets.
The Kamugisha family’s Bunyonyi
Safaris Resort is sited on a hill overlooking
the lake and several of its islands. There are
40 spacious self-contained rooms in a main
hotel block with wifi and all the amenities
of an up-country hostelry, but many
visitors prefer one of the six individual
cottages in the terraced gardens of the
resort, while there are dormitories for
school groups. The facility has a business
centre, a conference centre, and a hilltop
arena, which can accommodate functions
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What the Resort
does offer is a wide
menu of dishes and
snacks featuring
fresh bread and
pastries, roast
rabbit, chicken,
goat and pork.
But the delicacies
that make the visit
worthwhile is the
crayfish fresh from
the lake, the local
vegetables and
organic fruits, the
forest herbs and
spices, and herbal
teas.

of up to 1,000 people, overlooking the
lake and the distant volcanoes beyond.
Some European visitors have commented
that the food is not typical European
food – but if your preferences are limited
to typical European food, whatever that
is, then the best place to look for it is in
Europe. And if you are American, sorry,
the Resort’s not on Amtrak.
What the Resort does offer is a wide
menu of dishes and snacks featuring fresh
bread and pastries, roast rabbit, chicken,
goat and pork. But the delicacies that
make the visit worthwhile is the crayfish
fresh from the lake, the local vegetables
and organic fruits, the forest herbs and
spices, and herbal teas. Portions sizes
tend to be commensurate with Uganda’s
favourite pastime, which is eating.
But if you have over-indulged while
being pampered at the lodge, there are
plenty of opportunities for gentle exercise
and treatment to get back in shape –
there’s a gym, sauna, steam, mountain
bikes, and a football pitch. Or, visitors can
swim in the lake and then relax in the sun
loungers at the water’s edge. On the water
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itself, there are boats and canoes, and, if
you have booked in advance, you can go
gorilla trekking. No need to book, though
for a forest walk or a fitness programme.
However the great advantage of the
local knowledge and language proficiency
of the Resort team is that they are a treasure
trove of knowledge about the local people
and their customs. Tours can be arranged
to visit the homes of the Bakiga and the
Batwa peoples of the area. Often visitors
who do the cultural tours feel motivated
to contribute to improving the lives of the
people they have met through supporting
the Bunyonyi Safaris Resort Foundation.

Bunyonyi Safaris Resort
Foundation

The BSR Foundation is an initiative by
Bunyonyi Safaris which aims to support
community projects, conserve the
environment and aid in the alleviation of
poverty, through the practice of responsible
tourism and philanthropy. Visitors and

guests at Bunyonyi Safaris Resort are
given the opportunity to volunteer
their time and skills in various ongoing
community projects, or encouraged to
simply visit and experience the lives of
the local children and families who live by
Lake Bunyonyi.
The Foundation works hand in hand
with the Bufuka Orphanage community,
which is made up of elderly grandparents
who are taking care of orphaned children.
The Foundation provides them with
opportunities to make a livelihood through
agriculture and farming projects. Donors
can support the pig and chicken initiative,
which donates livestock to families who
do not have much land to farm, so they
can make a livelihood by selling the eggs
or breeding and selling piglets to make
a living. Another successful project is
organic vegetable farming, for which
the Foundation recently donated some
communal land to be used for growing
vegetables. Fresh produce is bought and

supplied to the Hotel as well as other
hotels around the area, sold in the local
markets and also feeds the families. Other
projects currently being developed include
bee keeping and honey production, tea
and coffee plantation, crayfish farming
and tree planting.
The Resort Foundation team says:
“There is so much potential in the region
that can be used to catalyse sustainable
development. We welcome volunteers
of various relevant fields to come visit
us and contribute their skills, advice
and constructive feedback on any of
our projects or even start some of their
own. We offer volunteers full board
accommodation at a special discounted
rate, and an opportunity to experience
life around the pristine shores of Lake
Bunyonyi, and a chance to positively
impact the lives of the surrounding
community.”
clivemutiso@gmail.com
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CAN ACCOUNTANTS
REALLY BE TAX EXPERTS
Or should it be left to lawyers?
By FCPA Dr. Jim McFie
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I

was speaking to an accountant
recently. He was telling me how his
father nearly died because his father’s
illness was misdiagnosed; as a result,
his father was taking the wrong
medicine. Why does this happen so often in
Kenya? In December 2017, a large number
of people died in road accidents: the media
and Parliament blamed the National
Transport Safety Authority (NTSA) and
the police. Can the NTSA and the police
be everywhere on the roads of Kenya to
prevent drivers from driving recklessly?
All accountants have studied law: they
are aware that ignorance of the law is no
excuse for breaking the law. But where is

“the law”? It is in Acts of Parliament and in
Regulations laid down under the authority
of those Acts. But how many tax experts
in auditing firms in Kenya, and how many
of those who work in the Kenya Revenue
Authority (KRA), have read, in full, the
various Acts relating to taxes in Kenya? I
think very few. When I used to sit on the
Value Added Tax (VAT) Tribunal from
1993 to 2002, and was in charge of writing
out the decisions of the Tribunal, I used to
read the VAT Act from the beginning to
the end, to ensure that the Tribunal had not
overlooked some point of the law contained
in the VAT Act.
A young accountant told me recently
that he could find no place in the Income
Tax Act where “a cash donation to a suitably
registered charitable organization whose
income is exempt from tax” is deductible in
arriving a person’s income taxable under the
Pay As You Earn (PAYE) system. He had
relied on the opinion of a “tax expert” in a
Big-4 audit firm. But a detailed examination
will not reveal any deduction allowable
under the PAYE system: and yet there
are several deductions which are allowed.
Another “tax expert” in another Big-4
firm assured the personnel in a company
that “there is no relationship between
your company and the suitably registered
charity” and therefore the donation is
not allowable as a deduction: this is pure
rubbish: does the young man in question
understand plain English? Has he read
and thought about the Income Tax Act?
Dr. Mwai of the Equity Foundation, who
prepares young Kenyans for the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) to enter United States
universities, tells us that young Kenyans do
very well in the mathematics part of the
SAT but do poorly in the critical reading
part of the SAT – their English is not as
good as it should be. There are exceptions
where the young Kenyan does exceptionally
well in all the parts of the SAT – but few of
these end up in accounting or the KRA.
In 2017, KRA published an updated version
of the “Employer’s Guide to Pay As You
Earn in Kenya”. The document cautions
the reader to note that “the objective of this
booklet is to explain the system of deducting
income tax from employees’ emoluments. It
does NOT therefore in any way modify or
replace the General Legislation (Income
Tax Act Cap 470 and the Tax Procedures
Act, 2015)”. It is available on the KRA
website.
At the top of page 18, the Guide states
that “An employee’s contribution to any

registered defined benefit fund or defined
contribution fund is now an admissible
deduction in arriving at the employee’s
taxable pay of the month. The employee’s
deductible contribution is the lesser of: (a)
30% of pensionable pay; (b) the employee’s
actual contribution; and (c) Ksh.20,000
per month”. The authority behind this
deduction is Section 22A(1) of the Income
Tax Act: “the deduction in respect of
contributions of an employee in a year shall
be limited to the lesser of - (a) the sum of
the contributions made by the employee to
registered funds in the year, or (b) thirty per
cent of the employee’s pensionable income
in the year; or (c) two hundred and forty
thousand shillings (or, where contributions
are made to registered funds of the
employer in respect of a part year of service
of the member, twenty thousand shillings
per month of service)”.
At the top of page 19, the Guide states
that “A depositor (employee) shall in any
year of income commencing on or after
1st January, 1999 be eligible to a deduction
up to a maximum of Kshs. 4,000 /- (Four
thousand shillings) per month or Kshs.
48,000/- per annum in respect of funds
deposited in an approved institution
under the ‘Registered Home Ownership
Savings Plan’, in the qualifying year and
the subsequent nine years of income’. The
authority behind this deduction is Section
22C of the Income Tax Act where the
wording is very similar, except sub-section
(1) which reads: “A depositor shall in any
year of income commencing on or after
1st January, 1996 be eligible to deposit
funds with a registered home ownership
savings plan up to the amount deductible
under subsection (2)”. Note carefully that:
(i) the Guide wrongly states the year of
commencement as “1999” whereas it should
be “1996” – this error is of no consequence
today; and (ii) the Guide adds the word
“employee” which is not in section 22(1) –
any sole proprietor or partner of a firm can
also deduct this amount in arriving at their
taxable income.
A little lower on page 19, the Guide
more or less restates Section 15(3): “In
ascertaining the total income of a person
for a year of income interest paid on
amount borrowed from specified financial
institution shall be deductible. The amount
must have been borrowed to finance
either: (i) The purchase of premises; or
(ii) Improvement of premises - which
he occupies for residential purposes. The
amount of interest allowable under the law
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must not exceed Kshs.300,000 per year
(equivalent to Kshs.25,000 per month)
with effect from 1st January, 2017”. On
page 20, the Guide states that “Employers
will be required to ascertain and allow
interest paid on money borrowed to
finance owner occupied residential
premises under the PAYE system, subject
to a number of conditions”.
Nowhere is the Guide is there any
reference to a “donation”. But remember
that the Guide “does NOT in any
way modify or replace the General
Legislation”. The relevant part of Section
15(2) of the Income Tax Act states:
“In computing for a year of income the
gains or profits chargeable to tax under
section 3(2)(a), the following amounts
shall be deducted - (w) any cash donation
in that year of income to a charitable
organization registered or exempt from
registration under the Societies Act or
the Non-Governmental Organizations
Coordination Act, 1990, and whose
income is exempt from tax under
paragraph 10 of the First Schedule to
this Act, or to any project approved by the
Minister for Finance”. But what are gains
or profits chargeable to tax under section
3(2)(a)? They are “income in respect of (a) gains or profits from – (i) a business,
for whatever period of time carried on;
(ii) employment or services rendered;
(iii) a right granted to another person for
use or occupation of property” (i.e. rental
income). The Act is perfectly clear. But
will accountants and KRA officials read
the Act and do a little critical thinking?
For many, the answer is no.
Another area where is there is a dearth
(an absolute lack) of knowledge about tax
law is that in relation to instalment tax.
Are you aware of the difference between
“instalment tax payable” in Section 12(2)
and “instalment tax paid” in Section 72C?
Section 12(2) states: “The amount of
instalment tax payable by any person for
any current year of income shall be the
lesser of – (a) the amount equal to the
tax that would be payable by that person
if his total income for the current year
was an amount equal to his instalment
income; or (b) the amount specified in
the preceding year assessment multiplied
by one hundred and ten percent”. Let us
consider an example: to keep the example
simple, suppose K Limited has a total
taxable profit of KShs. 120 million in
2017 and expects its total taxable profit
will be KShs.160 million in 2018; K
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Limited pays no advance tax – it has no
commercial vehicles – and suffers no
withholding tax on any of its income; K
Limited has a 31 December year end; K
Limited is not engaged in agriculture,
horticulture or pastoral activities. Then
the instalment tax payable is the lower of
(a) KShs.160 m x 30% = KShs.48 m; or (b)
KShs.120 m x 30% x 110% = KShs. 39.6
m. Instalment tax must be paid in 4 equal
instalments on or before, in 2018: (i) 20th
April; (ii) 20th June; (iii) 20th September;
and (iv) 20th December. The relevant part
of section 12(4) states: “The amount of
instalment tax required to be paid for any
year of income shall be the annual amount
calculated in accordance with subsection
(2)”. An “expert” advises K Limited to
pay KShs.39.6/4 = KShs.9.9 m on each
of the days 20th April, 20th June, 20th
September and 20th December, all in
2018. But the real expert will have read
the whole Act, including Section 72C(1),
which states: “a penalty of twenty per cent
of the difference between the amount of
instalment tax payable in respect of a year
of income as specified in section 12, and
the instalment tax actually paid multiplied
by one hundred and ten per cent shall be
payable”. Suppose K Limited pays KShs.
120 m x 30% = KShs.36 m in total in
2018 (KShs.9 m on each of 20th April,
June, September and December 2018).
Let us compute the penalty: “the amount
of instalment tax payable” = KShs.39.6 m

from above: “the instalment tax actually
paid multiplied by one hundred and
ten per cent” = KShs.36 m x 110% =
KShs.39.6 m. The penalty is 20% of the
difference between KShs.39.6 m and
KShs.39.6 m - that is zero. 20% x KShs.0
= KShs.0. One could argue that the
difference between paying KShs.9.9.m
and KShs. 9 m is not material. But if K
Limited is in overdraft paying interest at
14% per annum, the higher instalment
payments cost K Limited approximately
KShs.179,000 in overdraft interest.
One other area that an official of KRA
queried me about was whether a company
could offset a trading loss against the
interest income the company earned by
having money on deposit in a bank (or
any other entity). Again the Act must be
consulted. Section 15(7) reads (simplified
to avoid the need to refer to other sections
of the Act): “(a) the gains or profits of
a person derived from the following
specified sources: (i) rent from immovable
property; (ii) employment and a selfemployed professional vocation; (iii)
wife’s employment, self-employment or
profession; (iv) agriculture; (ivA) surplus
funds withdrawn by an employer from
a registered pension or provident fund;
(ivB) a licensee from one license area
or a contractor from one contract area
in the extractive industries; (v) gains or
profits from a business: shall be computed
separately from the gains or profits of
that person derived from any other of the
specified sources and separately from any
other income of that person; (b) where
the computation of gains or profits of a
person in a year of income derived from
a specified source results in a loss, that
loss may be deducted only from gains or
profits of that person derived from the
same specified source in the following
year and, in so far as the loss has not
already been so deducted, in subsequent
years of income”. It is clear that a trading
loss cannot be offset against interest
income.
It is important for accountants
to know the law. When I sat on the
VAT Tribunal, the majority of persons
appealing hired lawyers to represent them,
not accountants. Will tax work be taken
away from accountants by lawyers because
lawyers can read the law and understand
it?
The writer is a fellow of Institute of
Certified Public Accountants of Kenya

THE 2ND EAST AFRICAN
CONGRESS OF ACCOUNTANTS
Date: 18TH – 20TH April 2018
Venue: Pride Inn Paradise Beach Resort & Spa, Shanzu, Mombasa, Kenya
Theme: Emerging Frontiers in Eastern Africa - The Role of Professionals

T

he East African Congress presents an opportunity for
accountants and other professionals within the region to
deliberate on their state and role in the emerging sectors,
trends and their resultant reporting complexities.

Congress Objectives:
• Conduct a situational analysis of the emerging 			
		 development frontiers in Eastern Africa and explore 		
		 the role of professionals as key contributors of growth;
• Examine the status of the accounting standards and the 		
		 reporting requirements in the region;
• Share experiences, interrogate and seek solutions on
		 ethical and governance challenges facing governments and
		 professionals in Eastern Africa.
Key Topics:
• The Changing Economic Landscape in Eastern Africa
• Regional infrastructural development
• Tax Harmonization and information Sharing
• Reporting in extractives industry
• EAC Common Market Protocol
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Target Audience:
Participants from the East Africa Community member states,
Accountants and other professionals from business and
industry, financial services, National Government Ministries,
County/Regional/ Local Governments, Regulatory Bodies,
Independent Commissions, Constitutional Offices, Development
Partners, Academicians, NGOs and Organizations with a focus
on governance, ethics, leadership and accountability across the
region.
Financial Investments:
Early Bird Registration
Booked & Paid for before
13th April 2018

Congress Booking:
Book your place at the Congress through
https://www.icpak.com/event/2nd-east-african-congressof-accountants/ on or before 17th April 2018.
For more information or enquiries please reach ICPAK on
+254 733 856 262, 727 531 006 or email to
memberservices@icpak.com or
judith.wambura@icpak.com,
hillary.onami@icpak.com or visit www.icpak.com.

USD 500 (KShs. 50,000)

Normal Registration
Booking & Payments or LPOs / LSOs
received after 13th April 2018
USD 550 (KShs. 55,000)
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